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1.

Introduction

Architectural Resources Group (ARG) has prepared this Historical Resource Assessment Report for an
assemblage of parcels near the intersection of Sunset Boulevard and Mohawk Street, Los Angeles
(referred to herein as the "Site"). The Site comprises six legal parcels, two of which are undeveloped and
four of which are developed with multiple commercial and residential buildings. This report addresses
only the parcels that are developed and have the potential to contain historical resources:
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard contains four buildings: a one-story commercial retail building that
was built in 1922 in a vernacular style, a two-story front house that was built circa 1901 in the
Queen Anne style, a one-story rear duplex that was built in 1922 and is vernacular in style, and a
one-story rear house that was built circa 1901 and is designed in a vernacular Victorian style.
2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard contains three buildings: a one-story commercial retail building
that was built in 1931 in a vernacular style, a one-and-a-half story front house that was built in
1909 in the Craftsman style, and a one-story rear house that was built circa 1904 and is designed
in a vernacular Victorian style.
2216-2218 Elsinore Street contains two principal buildings: a two-story front house that was
built in 1906 in the Craftsman style, and a one-story rear house that was built in 1919 and is
vernacular in style. The property also contains two ancillary structures, including a detached
garage and a storage structure. For purposes of this report, the ancillary buildings are addressed
as related features of the two principal buildings on the parcel.
1121 Mohawk Street contains a one-story house that was built in 1921.
The two undeveloped parcels on the Site are identified as 2217 Sunset Boulevard and 2223 Sunset
Boulevard. Neither is addressed in this report because they do not have the potential to contain historic
built resources.
None of the above-listed buildings are designated under federal, state, or local registration programs,
and none have been identified as potentially eligible for listing in a historic resource survey. In 2010, a
Historic Resource Evaluation Report was prepared by the firm Kaplan Chen Kaplan for the properties on
Sunset Boulevard and Elsinore Street as part of an entitlements package for a previous development
project.1 The Kaplan Chen Kaplan report concluded that none of the subject buildings met eligibility
criteria for federal, state, or local listing. In 2011, a Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination was
submitted for the rear house at 2231]4 Sunset Boulevard (built circa 1904), but the nomination was
unsuccessful, as it was recommended by Office of Historic Resources staff to the Cultural Heritage
Commission that the house did not meet local eligibility criteria, and the Cultural Heritage Commission
voted not to take the nomination under further consideration at its October 20, 2011. None of the other

1

This report, and entitlements package with which it was associated, does not appear to have evaluated the property at 1121

Mohawk Street, presumably because that property was not a part of the previous development project.
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buildings on the Site have been nominated as HCMs, or for listing in the National Register or California
Register.
This report evaluates each of the four above-listed developed properties against eligibility criteria for
federal (National Register of Historic Places), state (California Register of Historical Resources), and local
(Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM and Los Angeles Historic Preservation Overlay
Zone/HPOZ) listing to determine if there are historical resources present on the Site.
In summary, ARG concludes that none of the buildings on the Site meet eligibility criteria for listing in
the National Register, the California Register, or as Los Angeles HCMs or HPOZs. Therefore, none of the
buildings are historical resources for purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The
following sections provide a detailed discussion of how these determinations were made.
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2. Assessment Methodology
2.1. Field and Research Methods
Preparation of this report included the following tasks related to research, documentation, and analysis:
Reviewed pertinent background materials including a previous Historic Resource Evaluation
Report of the Site by Kaplan Chen Kaplan (2010), prepared as part of a previous entitlements
package; documentation related to an unsuccessful HCM nomination for the rear house at
2231]4 Sunset Boulevard (2011); and the SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report and
findings for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area (GPA Consulting, Inc.
2014);
Reviewed pertinent federal and state technical bulletins, local ordinances, and other reference
materials related to the evaluation of historical resources;
Reviewed applicable historical building permits for the subject properties;
Conducted a search in the California Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) database for previous
survey and evaluation data;
Conducted supplemental research to glean additional information about each building's
development history, design, occupancy, and potential historical significance;
Identified and summarized applicable historic contexts and themes;
Evaluated each building against eligibility criteria for the National Register, the California
Register, and as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM), and also evaluated their
potential for listing as a Los Angeles Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ); and
Reviewed the Project and evaluated its potential to impact historical resources under CEQA.
Research materials were culled from the following sources: the Los Angeles Public Library; the archives
of the Los Angeles Times and other local periodicals; building permits obtained from the Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety; historic Los Angeles city directories; technical assistance bulletins
published by the National Park Service (NPS) and the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP);
online image collections of the California State Library and USC Library; various online repositories; and
ARG's in-house collection of architectural books and reference materials. A complete list of sources is
included in Section 10: Bibliography of this report.
In addition to archival research, ARG conducted a site visit on December 12, 2019 to assess and
document existing conditions. During the site visit, each building was documented with written notes
and digital photographs.
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2.2. Preparer Qualifications
This report was prepared by Katie E. Horak, Principal; Andrew Goodrich, AICP, Associate; and Rosa Lisa
Fry. Project support was provided by ARG intern Krista Gelev. Ms. Horak, Mr. Goodrich, and Ms. Fry are
Architectural Historians and Preservation Planners who meet the Secretary of the Interior's Professional
Qualifications Standards, 36 CFR Part 61, in the discipline of Architectural History.
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3. Previous Evaluations and Designations
None of the buildings on the Site - 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard, 2216
2218 Elsinore Street, and 1121 Mohawk Street - are currently designated under federal, state, or local
registration programs. They do not appear to have been identified in any historic resources surveys, and
are not listed in the HRI database for Los Angeles County (last updated 2012).
In 2009, four parcels on Sunset Boulevard (with the address range of 2223-2235 Sunset Boulevard) and
the adjacent parcel at 2216-2218 Elsinore Street were the subject of a proposed development project.
The property at 1121 Mohawk Street does not appear to have been a part of this project. The proposed
project consisted of "the construction of an approximately 142,126 square-foot mixed use project
consisting of 62 residential dwelling units in two buildings and about 9,997 square feet of commercial
area and providing 113 parking spaces."2 All existing improvements on site were slated for demolition to
accommodate construction of the proposed project.
As part of the Department of City Planning's environmental review process for this project, Kaplan Chen
Kaplan prepared a Historic Resource Evaluation Report in December 2010. This report evaluated extant
built resources on the project site, and concluded that none of the resources appear to meet federal,
state, or local eligibility criteria. In January 2011, Kaplan Chen Kaplan submitted a supplemental report
that responded to comments from the Office of Historic Resources (OHR). OHR staff concurred with the
findings of the Kaplan Chen Kaplan reports. OHR staff further "determined that the subject properties
impacted by the proposed development project do not appear to be eligible for listing as contributors to
a potential district and that there does not appear to be a grouping of buildings that constituted a
historic district."3 In April 2011, the City Planning Commission adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration
(MND) for the proposed development project. However, the project was not constructed. 4
Also in April 2011, a Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination was submitted for the rear house at
2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard. The house, identified as 2231/ Sunset Boulevard, was nominated because
of its purported association with Anna Zacsek (1896-1973), who resided in the house as a young child,
between the ages of 6 and 14. Zacsek later changed her name to Olga Grey, and "would go on to have a
long and varied career as a silent movie actress, theater director, and civil rights attorney."5 OHR staff
reviewed the nomination, and in a October 2011 staff report recommended that the Cultural Heritage
Commission not take the property under further consideration "because the application and
accompanying photo documentation do not suggest the submittal warrants further investigation."6 OHR
staff concluded that the house did not meet HCM criteria, and that even if it had meet criteria it had

2 "

Los Angeles Department of City Planning Recommendation Report, 2223-2235 Sunset Boulevard and 2216-2218 Elsinore

Street," Case Nos. CPC-2009-3488-DB and ENV-2009-3489-MND, issued to the City Planning Commission, Mar. 10, 2011.
3

H

Los Angeles Department of City Planning Recommendation Report, Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for the 2233 /

W. Sunset Blvd. Home," Case Nos. CHC-2011-2619-HCM and ENV-2011-2620-CE, issued to the Cultural Heritage Commission,
Oct. 20, 2011.
4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.

6

Ibid.
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been altered to the extent that it lacked integrity. At its October 20, 2011 hearing the Cultural Heritage
Commission voted not take the property under further consideration, per staff's recommendation. 7
In 2014, the four properties that are the subject of this report fell within the scope of a historic survey of
the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area, which was completed as part of
SurveyLA. The rear house at 2231/ Sunset Boulevard was identified through SurveyLA's public outreach
program, which again drew attention to the association between the house and silent film star Anna
Zacsek. However, upon researching this association the survey concluded, again, that this house does
not meet eligibility criteria. It states that the house "does not meet eligibility standards under the
Entertainment Industry context. Also, it does not appear to be a significant example of a property type
or style, and has no known important associations."8 Consistent with SurveyLA methodology, the house
was assigned the California Historical Resources Status Code of 7SQ: "individual property assessed for
significance in accordance with the SurveyLA Multiple Property Documentation approach, but does not
meet eligibility standards."9 None of the other subject buildings were identified as eligible in the survey.
All four of the subject parcels fall within the boundaries of the Washington Heights Tract Planning
District, which was identified in SurveyLA and encompasses the area bounded by Reservoir (north),
Marathon (south), Alvarado (east), and Waterloo (west) streets. The Planning District was documented
in SurveyLA for its association with streetcar suburbanization in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.10 However, Planning Districts, as defined in the SurveyLA methodology, lack integrity and are
thereby ineligible for listing. Consistent with SurveyLA methodology, the Washington Heights Tract
Planning District was assigned the California Historical Resources Status Code of 6LQ: "determined
ineligible for local listing or designation as a historic district through a survey process; neighborhood or
area may warrant special consideration for local planning."11 The "special consideration" noted in the
status code summary generally refers to consideration in Community Plan Updates and other planning
endeavors that are undertaken at the municipal level.

7

City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Commission Minutes, Oct. 20, 2011, 3.

8

SurveyLA, "Historic Resources Survey Report, Silver-Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area," May 2014,

Appendix. A, 105. Relevant excerpts from SurveyLA are included as an appendix to this report.
9

SurveyLA, "Field Survey Results Master Report," Aug. 2016, 13.

10 "

SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report, Silver-Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area," May 2014,

Appendix. C, 341-342.
11

SurveyLA, "Field Survey Results Master Report," Aug. 2016, 13.
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4. Physical Description
4.1. General Setting
The four properties addressed in this report are located in Echo Park, a densely developed
neighborhood located approximately two miles northwest of Downtown Los Angeles. The properties are
oriented toward, or adjacent to Sunset Boulevard, a heavily trafficked vehicular artery that is
predominantly developed with low and mid-scale commercial buildings including retail stores,
restaurants, gas stations, and strip malls. These commercial buildings date to various periods between
the early twentieth century and the post-World War II period. On Sunset Boulevard, the cadence of
commercial development is occasionally interrupted by early residences, most of which were built
around the turn-of-the-twentieth century. Blocks to the north and south of Sunset Boulevard are
developed with residential neighborhoods. These neighborhoods generally consist of detached, single
family residences and compatible low-scale multi-family dwellings that also date to the early decades of
the twentieth century.
The circulation network in the vicinity generally adheres to the skewed orthogonal grid on which
Downtown Los Angeles and most adjacent neighborhoods are oriented. This grid is occasionally
modified to accommodate variations in topography. Sunset Boulevard is loosely aligned with the grid
but charts a more irregular course on its route between Downtown Los Angeles and the Hollywood area.
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The four subject properties are located to the north and west of the intersection of Sunset Boulevard
and Mohawk Street. Two of the properties, 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard and 2231-2235 Sunset
Boulevard, occupy trapezoidal parcels with steep upward slopes. These parcels are developed with a
combination of uses, with commercial frontage at the front of the parcel and residential uses at the rear.
The other two properties, 2216-2218 Elsinore Street and 1121 Mohawk Street, ascribe to more
conventional patterns of development in this area of Echo Park. 2216-2218 Elsinore Street occupies a
flat, trapezoidal parcel; 1121 Mohawk Street sits on a trapezoidal parcel that is more heavily graded and
exhibits a slight upward slope. All of the subject properties are much deeper than they are wide.
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4.2. 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
Architectural Description
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard is developed with four buildings, ordered as follows from the front (south)
of the parcel to the rear: a one-story commercial building (1922), a two-story front house (ca. 1901), a
one-story rear duplex (1922), and a one-story rear house (ca. 1901). Each is described herein.
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Building 1: Commercial Building (2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard)
The commercial building, which is located at the front of the parcel, was constructed in 1922. 12 It is a
one-story retail building that is set flush with the sidewalk and has frontage on Sunset Boulevard. It was
historically used as retail stores but is now vacant. The building is constructed of brick, sits on a concrete
foundation, and is trapezoidal in plan. It is architecturally vernacular and lacks the distinctive
characteristics of a particular style. The building is capped by a flat roof that is sheathed in a
composition membrane and spanned by a flat parapet. Exterior walls are clad with stucco.
The primary (south) facade is divided into three storefront bays. The storefront bays are of equal width
and have the same general configuration. The east storefront consists of a single, glazed wood door set
in a system of fixed, flush-mounted storefront windows. Some of the windows are wood framed and
appear to be original; others are metal framed and are replacements. The middle storefront is identical,
except for that the door is obscured by a security door. The west storefront is boarded up; its
fenestration is not visible. Security bars are affixed to all of the storefronts. Adjacent to the west
storefront is a stair vestibule that leads to the residential buildings at the rear of the parcel. The stair
vestibule also has a security door. The west facade directly abuts an adjacent commercial building and is
not visible. The east and north facades are incorporated into the adjacent hillside and are also not
visible.

r* ■ i
■!
1

' 'I

r
f —4
'"T Mk-A1
* i*1

Primary (south) fagade, view north (ARG, 2019)

12

—

i

Primary (south) fagade, view northeast. Note stair
vestibule at far left (ARG, 2019)

Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of

Building and Safety, and the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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Building 2: Main House (2227%-% Sunset Boulevard)
To the rear (north) of the commercial building is a two-story main house that was constructed circa
1901. 13 It appears to have been built as a single-family house, but was later converted into multiple
dwelling units. It is currently vacant. Given the slope of the lot, the residence is perched above the
commercial building that is located below at street level. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits
on a concrete foundation, and is irregular in plan. It exhibits characteristics of the Queen Anne style. The
house is capped by a roof comprising intersecting gabled and shed volumes. The roof is sheathed in
composition shingles and features open eaves, exposed rafters, and gable vents. Exterior walls are
generally clad in narrow wood shiplap siding; however, wood shingles are applied to the gable ends.
Features on the primary (south) fagade are asymmetrically composed. At the east end of this fagade is
an offset, partial-width recessed porch with a squared wood post support and wood rail. The porch is
accessed by a set of wood steps with a wood rail. The porch provides ingress to two residential units,
both of which are boarded up. Because the entrances have been boarded up, the doors are not visible.
Other fagades read as secondary and are generally less articulated. On these fagades are multiple
projecting volumes that appear to be additions. The side (east) and rear (north) fagades both feature
exterior stairs that provide access to upper-story entrances. The stairs feature metal rails and
cantilevered treads with an aggregate finish. Each stair landing is surmounted by a shed roof. Like the
primary entrance, doors on these upper-story entrances are also boarded up and are not visible.
All of the fagades are fenestrated, though most of the windows are boarded up and are not visible. The
few windows that have not been boarded up consist of sliding aluminum windows. In a few instances,
small sections of the boarded-up windows could be observed and also appear to consist of sliding
aluminum windows. All windows appear to be installed within wood frames; some have security bars.

13

There is no original construction date listed in building permit records or the County Assessor database. The date of

construction was estimated based on visual observation and analysis of materials including Sanborn maps and city directories.
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Building 3: Rear Duplex (2229%-34 Sunset Boulevard)
To the rear (north) of the main house is a one-story rear duplex that was constructed in 1922. 14 It is
currently vacant. The rear duplex is a simple, vernacular building that lacks much in the way of
articulation but exhibits some vague references to the Spanish Colonial Revival style. The building is
constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete foundation, and is rectangular in plan. It is capped by a
flat roof and flat parapet. The roof was not visible at the time of ARG's site visit but is likely sheathed in
a composition membrane. Exterior walls are clad in stucco. Vents are incorporated into the exterior
walls, slightly below the roof line.
There are two building entrances, one leading to each dwelling unit. One entrance is located on the east
fagade; the other is located on the west fagade. Each consists of a small stoop that is approached by
14

Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of

Building and Safety, and the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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concrete steps. The doors are boarded up and are not visible. All fagades are fenestrated, but the
windows are boarded up and are not visible. In a few instances, small sections of the boarded-up
windows could be observed and appear to consist of wood windows. The windows appear to be
installed within wood frames; some have security bars. There are no decorative features on any fagade.
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Building 4: Rear House (2229% Sunset Boulevard)
To the rear (north) of the duplex, at the far northeast corner of the lot, is a one-story rear house that
was built circa 1901.15 The rear house was historically used as a single dwelling unit, and is now vacant.
It is a small building with a compact, rectangular footprint. The building is designed in a vernacular
dialect of Late Victorian-era architectural styles. It is constructed of wood frame and sits on a concrete
foundation. The building is capped by a steeply pitched gabled roof with composition shingles and
shallow eaves. Exterior walls are clad with wood shingles and wood tongue-and-groove siding.
The primary fagade faces south. This fagade is dominated by an addition that projects from the building
and appears to have taken the place of an original porch. This addition is clad in various types of wood
siding. The primary entrance is set within this addition, and consists of an elevated stoop that is
approached by a set of wood stairs with a wood rail. The door is boarded up and is not visible. The west
fagade is also visible; the north and east fagades abut the parcel lines and are not visible. The two visible
(south, west) fagades are fenestrated, but all of the windows are boarded up and are not visible. Most
have security bars and appear to be set within original openings. There are no decorative details of note.
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South fagade, view north (ARG, 2019)

West fagade, view northeast (ARG, 2019)

Site and Landscape Features
The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover.
Landscaping is confined to the rear (residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG's site
visit was very dense. Hardscape features include the aforementioned stair vestibule that provides access
to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; a narrow concrete footpath, periodically punctuated
by concrete steps, that spans the east lot line and provides access to the rear duplex and rear house; a
concrete footpath that spans the south fagade of the rear duplex; and brick planters and buffer walls.

15

There is no original construction date listed in building permit records or the County Assessor database. The date of

construction was estimated based on visual observation and analysis of materials including Sanborn maps and city directories.
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4.3. 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard
Architectural Description
2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard is developed with three buildings, ordered as follows from the front
(south) of the parcel to the rear: a one-story commercial building (1931), a one-and-a-half story main
house (1909), and a one-story rear house (ca. 1904). Each is described herein.

Building 1: Commercial Building (2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard)
The commercial building, which is located at the front of the parcel, was constructed in 1931.16 It has
historically been used as a commercial retail building. The building is one-story in height, is set flush with
the sidewalk, and has frontage on Sunset Boulevard. The building is constructed of brick, sits on a
concrete foundation, and is rectangular in plan. Architecturally, it is vernacular and lacks the distinctive
characteristics of a particular style. The building is capped by a flat roof that is sheathed in a
composition membrane and spanned by a flat parapet. Multiple skylights with wired safety glass are
incorporated into the roof. Exterior walls are clad with stucco.
The primary (south) fagade is divided into two storefront bays. The storefront bays are of roughly equal
width. Each storefront consists of a single door flanked by a single metal storefront window. The doors
and windows are obscured by metal security doors and security bars, respectively. The east storefront is
surmounted by a fabric awning and has a wall-mounted, backlit plastic sign that reads "MARKET DELMY/
//
FRUTAS Y VERDURAS." The west storefront features painted signage that reads "TEMPLE OF INTUITION
and painted, stylized arrows. The west fagade features a single blind opening that is framed by a simple
wood surround. The east fagade directly abuts an adjacent commercial building and is not visible. The
north fagade is incorporated into the adjacent hillside and is also not visible.
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Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of
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Building 2: Main House (2231 Sunset Boulevard)
To the rear (north) of the commercial building is a one-and-a-half story main house that was built in
1909. 17 It was historically used as a single residence, but was later divided into multiple dwelling units. It
is currently vacant. Given the slope of the lot, the house is perched above the commercial building that
is located below at street level. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete foundation,
and is roughly rectangular in plan. It is designed in a modest interpretation of the Craftsman style, and is
capped by a gabled roof with composition shingles and open eaves. Consistent with the Craftsman style,
the roof has open eaves, bargeboards, exposed rafters and purlins, and knee brackets. Decorative
pierced screens are incorporated into the gable ends. Exterior walls are clad in wood shiplap siding.
Features on the primary (south) fagade are asymmetrically composed. At the east end of this fagade is
an offset, partial-width porch with squared wood post supports and a wood rail that appears to have
been augmented. The porch is accessed from the side by a set of wood steps with a wood rail; the steps
are surmounted by a corrugated metal canopy structure. The porch serves as the primary point of
ingress to the house. Set within the porch is a single door that has been boarded up and is not visible.
On either side of the entry door is a set of windows, which have also been boarded up and are also
obscured by security bars. One is partially visible and appears to consist of sliding aluminum windows.
There is a second entrance on the west fagade. It is approached by a double set of steps with
cantilevered treads and a metal rail. The treads have an aggregate finish. At the stair landing is a single
door that is boarded up. Other features on the west fagade consist of windows that have also been
boarded up. These windows appear to be set within their original wood frames, and most have metal
security bars. Since they have been boarded up, neither the door nor windows on this fagade are visible.
The north and east facades are less articulated. Features on these fagades are limited to windows, most
of which have been boarded up. All of the windows have security bars. Most are obscured by the boards
and are not visible; however, the north and east fagade each has one visible wood hopper window.
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Primary (south) fagade, detail of porch, view southeast
(ARG, 2019)

Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of
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Building 3: Rear House (223134 Sunset Boulevard)
To the rear (north) of the main house, at the far northwest corner of the parcel, is a one-story rear
house that was constructed circa 1904.18 It was historically used as a single dwelling unit but is now
vacant. The rear house is a small building with a compact, rectangular footprint. Architecturally, it is a
vernacular interpretation of Late Victorian-era architectural styles. The building is constructed of wood
frame and sits on a concrete foundation. It is capped by a steeply pitched gabled roof with composition
shingles and shallow eaves. A gabled dormer is incorporated into the primary (south) volume the roof.
Exterior walls are clad with a combination of wood shingles and vertical wood siding.
The primary fagade faces south. This fagade features a partial-width projecting porch that is capped by a
shed roof and surmounted by wood cresting. The porch is supported by a set of wood steps with a wood
handrail, is supported by squared wood posts, and is enclosed by a wood rail. The porch functions as the
primary point of ingress to the house. Set within the porch is a single door that is boarded up and is thus
not visible. At the far west end of the primary fagade is a second entrance that is set back within a
recessed volume. This entrance consists of a stoop that is surmounted by a bracketed hood and
approached by wood steps. It, too, features a single wood door that is boarded up and is not visible.
The east fagade is also visible; however, the north and west fagades abut the parcel lines and are not
visible. There is a small bumpout on the north fagade that is an addition dating to 1911. The two visible
(south, east) fagades are fenestrated, but all of the windows are boarded up and are not visible. Given
its simple, vernacular character the building does not have any decorative features of note.
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There is no original construction date listed in building permit records or the County Assessor database. The date of

construction was estimated based on visual observation, analysis of materials including Sanborn maps and city directories, and
information included in the HCM nomination for the building that was submitted in 2011.
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Site and Landscape Features
The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. There is
also a small yard in the intermediate space between the main house and rear house. Apart from a single
tree planted in the parkway space along Sunset Boulevard, landscaping is confined to the rear
(residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG's site visit was dense. Hardscape features
include a set of concrete steps that flanks the west lot line and provides access to the residential
buildings from Sunset Boulevard; past the house, the steps transition into a concrete footpath that leads
to the rear house at the back of the property. The north and west lot lines are framed by wood fences.

4.4. 2216-2218 Elsinore Street
Architectural Description
2216-2218 Elsinore Street contains two principal buildings: a two-story main house (2218 Elsinore
Street, 1906) and a one-story rear house (2216 Elsinore Street, 1919). There are also two ancillary
structures, including a detached garage (1934) and a storage structure (1935). Each is described herein.
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Building 1: Main House (2218 Elsinore Street)
At the front (north) of the parcel is a two-story main house that was built in 1906 as a single-family
residence.19 The house is set back from the street. It is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete
foundation, and is generally rectangular in plan. It is designed in the Craftsman style. The house is
capped by a steeply pitched gabled roof with composition shingles, notched bargeboards, open eaves,
and exposed rafters. The roof features a large central dormer, and is pierced by an exterior brick
chimney that appears to have been truncated. Exterior walls are clad with asbestos siding.
The primary fagade faces north, toward Elsinore Street, and is roughly symmetrical. This fagade is
spanned by a full-width recessed porch that is supported by wood posts and framed by a low wood wall
clad in asbestos siding. Some of the posts, and a portion of the low wood wall, appear to have been
altered. Set within the porch is the main entrance to the house, which consists of a single door that has
been boarded up and is not visible. On either side of the door are window openings, which have also
been boarded up and are largely not visible; however, small portions of these windows that are visible
suggest that they are wood frame and have diamond panes. On the upper story, set within the dormer
above the porch, are two wood double-hung windows with multi-light upper sashes.
There is another entrance at the west end of the rear (south) fagade, comprising a stoop that is
approached by concrete steps with a metal rail. The stoop leads to a single door, which is also boarded
up and not visible. On the opposite (east) end of the south fagade is a small addition that appears to
house a utility room. The addition is constructed of wood frame and is capped by shed roof; it features a
single, paneled utility-style wood door with integral vents. Other features on the rear (south) and side
(west, east) facades are limited to windows that have been boarded up and are not visible.
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Primary (north) fagade, detail of porch, view southwest
(ARG, 2019)

Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of

Building and Safety, and the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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Building 2: Rear House (2216 Elsinore Street)
To the rear (south) of the main house is a one-story rear house that was built in 1919. This building was
originally used as a detached garage, but was converted into an ancillary dwelling in 1932.20 The building
20

Information related to the original construction date and original use was obtained from historical building permits, accessed

Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, and the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete foundation, and is roughly rectangular in plan.
Architecturally, it is vernacular and lacks the characteristics of any particular style. The building is
capped by a roof with gabled, shed, and flat volumes. Visible portions of the roof are sheathed in
composition shingles. The pitched volumes feature bargeboards and projecting eaves; the flat volumes
are spanned by parapets. Exterior walls are clad with wood shiplap siding.
Ingress is provided on the south fagade, and consists of a partial-width projecting porch that is set
beneath a shed roof projection. The porch is supported by squared wood posts and framed by a wood
balustrade. It is accessed by a set of concrete steps with a metal handrail. Set within the porch is a single
door that has been boarded up and is not visible. On all fagades, windows have been boarded up and
are also not visible. Given its stylistic simplicity, there are no decorative details of note.
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Ancillary Structures
In addition to the main house and the rear house, the property contains two ancillary structures. The
first is a detached garage that is located to the immediate south and east of the main house and was
built in 1934.21 The garage is a simple wood framed structure with a rectangular footprint, a flat roof,
and vertical wood siding. Its primary facade faces north, toward Elsinore Street, and features a single
hinged vehicular door. The second is a small storage structure that is located at the southeast corner of
the lot and was built in 19 3 5.22 The latter is a diminutive structure with a square footprint, a gable-onhip membrane roof with open eaves and exposed rafters, and wood shiplap siding. There is a single
opening on the west facade, which has been boarded up.
\J
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Garage, view southwest (ARG, 2019)

Storage structure, view southeast (ARG, 2019)

Site and Landscape Features
The property features a variety of landscape features. The front (north) setback features a lawn with
mature trees and perimeter shrubs. A narrow parkway provides a modest buffer between the sidewalk
and the street. There is also a rear lawn with mature trees and shrubs in the rear setback, to the south
and west of the main house. Hardscape features include a concrete driveway that abuts the east lot line
and provides vehicular access to the garage, another concrete driveway that abuts the west lot line, and
a concrete footpath that transects the rear yard and leads to a rear access gate, connecting the subject
property with the two aforementioned properties at 2225-2229 and 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard.

21

Original construction date obtained from historical building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of

Building and Safety, and the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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Ibid.
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4-5- 1121 Mohawk Street
Architectural Description
1121 Mohawk Street contains a one-story single-family residence that was constructed in 1921.23 This
building continues to be occupied. The house is set back from the street, and because of the slope of the
lot on which it sits it is perched up above street level. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits on a
concrete foundation, and has an L-shaped plan. It is designed in a modest interpretation of the
Craftsman style. Most of the house is capped by a low-pitched gabled roof with composition shingles,
bargeboards, open eaves, and exposed rafters. There is an addition to the primary (east) facade that is
capped by a shed roof. Vents and pierced screens are incorporated into the gable ends. Exterior walls
are clad in wood shiplap siding.
Features on the primary facade are asymmetrical. The south end of the primary facade is spanned by a
partial-width recessed porch that is approached by concrete steps. The steps are flanked by galvanized
pipe rails. The porch is supported by squared wood posts that are set within cut stone piers, and is
framed by a concrete balustrade; the south end of the porch is enclosed by a fixed, multi-light wood
window. Set within the porch is a single door that is obscured by a security door. To the south of the
door is a tripartite wood window with a fixed center sash and two double-hung sashes. The north end of
the primary facade consists of an addition that projects from the face of the house and features a single
fixed wood window. All windows on the primary facade are obscured by metal security bars.
Other facades are secondary and are largely obscured from public view. Fenestration on these facades
varies, but appears to generally consist of wood double-hung windows. The rear (west) facade features
a garage that was once detached but is now connected to the main house via a hyphen.
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Primary (east) fagade, view southwest. Note addition
at right (ARG, 2019)

Original construction date obtained from the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor.
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Site and Landscape Features
The front (east) setback features a yard and mature shrubs, and is framed by a retaining wall composed
of cinder blocks and board-formed concrete. The yard is bisected by concrete steps with galvanized pipe
rails, which lead to the porch. A scored concrete driveway, also framed by retaining walls, spans the
south lot line and provides vehicular access to the garage. A chain link gate is installed at the access
point to the driveway. There is also a yard with mature vegetation in the rear setback.
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5. Development History and Alterations
5.1. History of the Subject Buildings
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
The two oldest buildings on this parcel are the Queen Anne style main house at 2227%-% Sunset
Boulevard, and the vernacular rear house at 2229% Sunset Boulevard. There are no original permit
records available for either building, but an article in the Los Angeles Evening Express dated October
1901 notes that a building permit was issued to Mrs. Anna Hunt for the construction of a residence at
2227 Sunset Boulevard.24 This is presumed to be a reference to the Queen Anne style house near the
front of the lot. A construction date of circa 1901 is consistent with the massing and architectural
character of the house; moreover, city directories begin listing 2227 Sunset Boulevard in 1904. The rear
house at the back of the lot is similar in style to the main house and appears to date to the same general
period. Thus, both buildings are assumed to have a construction date of circa 1901. Anna Hunt is the
earliest known owner of the property.
The main house appears to have been built as a single-family residence, but was subdivided into
multiple dwellings units at some point relatively soon after its construction. A building permit issued in
1921 indicates that by that time, the house had been divided into three apartment units. Building
permits also indicate that the rear house was occupied by a single rental unit.
In 1922, a third residential building - the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard - was added to the
property, and was slotted into an intermediate space between the main house and rear house. Also in
1922, the commercial building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was constructed at the front of the
property and included three tenant units. The addition of the rear duplex and the commercial building
are indicative of the densification of established neighborhoods like Echo Park in the 1920s, when onceplentiful developable land became increasingly scant and property owners took to infill development to
maximize the use of their land. Together, the multiple rental residential units and the three commercial
storefronts would have provided the then-owner, A.W. Healey, with a steady source of income.
Typical of rental residential properties, the three residential buildings housed a revolving door of
individuals over the years. The earliest known residents of the property include Henry Seif, a sanitary
inspector for the City Health Office who resided in the main house, and Thomas F. Hunt, a painter who
resided in the rear house.25 Seif and Hunt are listed in a city directory dated 1904, the first year that the
subject property appears in directory records. There is a long succession of subsequent residents, most
of whom appear to have been single boarders employed in a variety of typical vocations. 26
The commercial building at the front of the lot has always consisted of three storefront units. It, too, has
been occupied by a variety of tenants over the course of its history. Early commercial tenants included a

24 "

Building Permits," Los Angeles Evening Express, Oct. 25, 1901.

25

Los Angeles City Directory, 1904, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.

26

Los Angeles City Directories (various dates), accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.
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real estate office, a trucking and teeming office, grocers, a signage and awning company, and a lapidarist
(artisanal stone carver).27 None of the storefront units appear to currently be occupied.

2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard
The oldest building on this parcel is the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard. Original permit records
are not available, but previous documentation pins the construction date as circa 1904, which is
consistent with its visual character. The building also appears on a 1906 Sanborn map - and is the sole
improvement on the lot - indicating that it was constructed sometime prior to the publication of the
map.28 These same sources indicate that the building's original occupants were Stefan and Teresa
Zacsek, immigrants from Hungary. Stefan Zacsek is also believed to have built the house.29 Stefan Zacsek
is listed in city directories as a janitor and machinist; Teresa Zacsek is identified as a housewife and
bookkeeper. Joseph Trieb, a relative of the Zacseks, is also known to have resided in the rear house.
In 1909, the Craftsman style house near the front of the lot, 2231 Sunset Boulevard, was constructed.
Permits indicate that it was built as a single-family dwelling, and was built and initially owned by Stefan
Zacsek. Upon its completion, the Zacseks appear to have moved from the rear house at the back of the
lot to the main house near the front of the lot. The Zacseks lived here until 1912, when they moved to
another house nearby.30 Following their departure, the main house appears to have been used as a
rental property. In subsequent years, both the main house and rear house were occupied by a
succession of tenants, most of whom appear to have been employed in common professions. 31
Anushka "Anna" Zacsek (1896-1973), the daughter of Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, lived with her parents at
the subject property between circa 1904 and circa 1912. She lived here during her childhood years,
between the ages of 6 and 14. Anna Zacsek later changed her name to Olga Gray and, by her late teens,
was pursuing an acting career in the Hollywood motion picture industry. Zacsek/Gray initially found
work as an extra, and made her debut in the 1915 film His Lesson. She went on to appear in some two
dozen silent films between 1915 and 19 2 0.32 She also directed plays. After about 1920, she left the film
business and pursued a career as an attorney under her original name. Zacsek found success as an
attorney, and often represented clients in cases that involved civil rights issues. She was admitted to the
California bar in 1932, and continued practicing law through at least the 1960s.33 She died in 1973.
In 1931, the commercial building at the front of the lot, 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard, was constructed.
Permit records indicate that it consisted of two storefront units, and was commissioned by then-owners
of the subject property Morris and Tillie Morse. By this time, the Morses lived in the main house and
operated a liquor store in one of the storefront units down at street level. Morris and Tillie Morse
27

Ibid.

28

Gleaned from a Sanborn Fire Insurance Map dated 1906, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.

29

n

Los Angeles Department of City Planning Recommendation Report, Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for the 2233 1%

W. Sunset Blvd. Home," Case Nos. CHC-2011-2619-HCM and ENV-2011-2620-CE, issued to the Cultural Heritage Commission,
Oct. 20, 2011.
30

Ibid.

31

Los Angeles City Directories (various dates), accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.

32

Ibid.

33

Ibid.
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continued to live in the main house and operate the store through the 1960s.34 In 1967, a permit was
issued to change the use of the commercial building from a "store" to a "market." By this time it was
occupied by Jose del Toro, proprietor of the market. At present, one of the retail units is vacant, and the
other is occupied by the House of Intuition, a business that sells metaphysical products and services.
As discussed in Section 3: Previous Evaluations and Designations, the rear house at 2231% Sunset
Boulevard was nominated as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument in 2011 due to its association
with Anna Zacsek, who resided there as a young child. However, per staff's recommendation, the
Cultural Heritage Commission voted not to take the resource under further consideration, and therefore
it was not designated as an HCM.

2216-2218 Elsinore Street
The main house, 2218 Elsinore Street, was built in 1906. This street was initially known as Ivers Avenue
but was re-branded as Elsinore Street circa 1908. 35 The house's original owners and occupants were
sisters Katherine MacGregor and Maribel MacGregor, both originally from New York. Both women were
unmarried; city directories indicate that Katherine worked as a nurse, and that Maribel worked as a
stenographer at the L.A. Abstract and Trust Co.36 The sisters resided in the house between its
construction in 1906 and their deaths; Maribel died in 1916, and Katherine in 1917.37 The sisters rented
rooms in the house to boarders, many of whom appear to have also been single, professional women.
After Katherine MacGregor's death in 1917, the property was sold to William H. Joerndt, a linotype
machinist originally from Illinois. Joerndt commissioned all of the extant ancillary buildings on the
property. In 1919, Joerndt constructed a detached garage to the rear of the house; in 1932, he
converted the garage into a rear house that today has the address of 2216 Elsinore Street. In 1934 he
constructed the current detached garage, which is located nearer the house, and in 1935 he constructed
the shed structure at the rear of the property.38 Joerndt and various members of his family owned the
property and resided in the main house between 1917 and the mid-1940s. 39
Others who are known to have lived at the property in subsequent years included Virginia Vasquez,
Michael and Meryl Prisco, Leo and Wilma Brizzee, Elmer and Florence Chase, Ivan and Harriet Walker,
Paul Johnston, and Blanca Rojas.40 Very little is known about the lives of these individuals.

34

Gleaned from city directory entries and permit records.

35

Gleaned from Los Angeles City Directories (various years), accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.

36

1910 United States Federal Census Records, accessed Apr. 2020 via Ancestry.com.

37

California Death Index 1905-1929, accessed Apr. 2020 via Ancestry.com.

38

Gleaned from building permits, accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety.

39

California County Birth, Marriage, and Death Records 1849-1980 and 1940 United States Federal Census Records, accessed

Apr. 2020 via Ancestry.com.
40

Los Angeles City Directories (various years), accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.
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1121 Mohawk Street
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street was built in 1921. Throughout its history, it appears to have served as
a typical single-family dwelling. Its original owner was Mary McClellan, who is listed in city directories as
a widow. In 1926, a detached garage was constructed to the rear of the house, whose owner at that
time is listed as Mary E. Johnson. In the 1930s and 1940s the house was occupied by Michael Degnen,
President of the Radium Appliance Company, and his wife, Antoinette Wanitska, a maid.41 In 1959, a
study room addition was appended to the primary fagade of the house. Permit records associated with
the addition indicate that its then-owner was Agostino Ranieri. The address was listed as the "unclaimed
personal property" of Agostino Ranieri and Luisa Stornelli Ranieri in a Los Angeles Times notification
from 1978, indicating that they continued to own the property through at least the 1970s.42 The Ranieris
appear to have rented the property to tenants. Other known residents of the subject house include Carl
Jensen; Wilfred L. Cote; Peter Stornelli, the brother of co-owner Luisa Stornelli Ranieri; and Richard Lee
Dale.43 Little is known about the lives of these individuals. The house appears to currently be occupied.

5.2. Chronology of Development and Use
The following sections chart the development history of each of the four legal parcels comprising the
Site over time. This is organized in two sub-sections: (1) a chronology of development and use for each
parcel, and (2) a list of exterior alterations that have been made to each building.
The chronologies herein reference material changes that have modified the appearance of the
properties in a consequential way. Additional permits have been issued over the years for minor
modifications including tenant improvements, the installation of new HVAC units, electrical upgrades,
and other nominal endeavors that did not affect the exteriors of the buildings. Source materials include
online building permits obtained from the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety,
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, historical newspaper articles from the Los Angeles Times and other local
publications, historic photographs and historic aerial images, and other pertinent archival materials.
Alterations were noted and inventoried on a site visit conducted by ARG on December 12, 2019.
Whenever possible, these alterations were corroborated by building permits listed herein, Sanborn Fire
Insurance Maps, historic images, property data from the Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor, and
other archival sources. For alterations that are reflected in the permit record and/or other sources, the
year that the alteration occurred is listed parenthetically. It is not always known when the alterations
below took place.

41

Michael L. Degnen" (obituary), Los Angeles Times, Jan. 19, 1945; Los Angeles City Directories (various years), accessed Apr.

2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library.
42
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Notice of Unclaimed Personal Property," Los Angeles Times, Feb. 24, 1978.
Los Angeles City Directories (various years), accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library; "Peter Stornelli," CA Voter

Registrations 1900-1968, accessed Apr. 2020 via Ancestry.com; "R.L. Dale Rites Held on Saturday," Valley News, Dec. 12, 1967.
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2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
Development Chronology
ca. 1901

Original construction of main house near the front of the lot, now known as 2227%-%
Sunset Blvd, and the rear house at the back of the lot, now known as 2229% Sunset Blvd.
No original permit records are available; the date of construction is estimated from visual
observation and review of archival materials.

1915

Permit issued to rearrange and repair screen porches. The scope of work appears to refer
to the rear house, which is described as the "shack in rear." No architect is listed on the
permit; C. Brooks is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 01013).

1921

Permit issued to raise the side of the roof 8 feet to provide more light and air, and to add a
sleeping porch to the rear fagade. The scope of work appears to refer to the main house.
No architect is listed on the permit; A.W. Healey is listed as the builder; Mrs. A.W. Healey
is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 09934).

1922

Permit issued for kitchen and bathroom alterations to the main house; the permit suggests
that the work is being undertaken as the house is being converted from 3 units to 4 units.
No architect is listed on the permit; A.W. Healey is listed as the builder; N.T. Healey is
listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 07014).
Permit issued to construct a new 1-story, 6-room duplex at the middle of the lot, now
known as 2229%-% Sunset Blvd. No architect is listed on the permit; Harper Bros. is listed
as the builder; A.W. Healey is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 10396).
Permit issued to construct a new store building at the front of the lot, now known as 2225
2229 Sunset Blvd. No architect is listed on the permit; Harper Bros. is listed as the builder;
A.W. Healey is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 15216).

1930

Permit issued to plaster the front of the store building with water plaster. No architect is
listed on the permit; the builder name is illegible; Nettie T. Healey is listed as the owner
(LADBS Permit No. 26589).

1935

Permits issued to perform foundation repairs to all three residential buildings on the
property. No architect is listed on the permits; Jewitt & Co. is listed as the builder;
California Bank is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit Nos. 20934, 20935, 20936).

1949

Permit issued to construct a 1-story, 7' x 20' addition to the rear fagade of the main house.
No architect is listed on the permit; Charles and Esther La Badier are listed as the builders
and owners. Minor modifications to the scope of work were made in 1950, and the
Certificate of Occupancy was issued in 1951 (LADBS Permit No. 19004).

1967

Permit issued to correct parapets on store building, presumably for purposes of seismic
safety. No architect is listed on the permit; Frances Morse is listed as the builder and
owner (LADBS Permit No. 58016). The permit was re-issued in 1970 (LADBS Permit No.
19921) and 1971 (LADBS Permit No. 22336), indicating that the work was not completed
following the issuance of the original permit.
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1986

Permit issued to install security bars on the rear house. No architect is listed on the permit;
Franco [sic] Morse is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 52562).

1988

Permit issued to alter store building. The scope of work is described as "full compliance
Div. 88," which appears to be a reference to seismic safety upgrades. Conway Cooke is
listed as the engineer; no builder is listed on the permit; and F. Morse is listed as the
owner (LADBS Permit No. 85514). The permit was re-issued in 1990 (LADBS Permit No. HO
06133) and 19931 (LADBS Permit No. HO 14357), indicating that the work was not
completed following the issuance of the original permit.

2009

Permit issued to replace damaged framing members for all residential buildings on the
property. No architect or builder is listed on the permit; E.D. Flores Corp. is listed as the
owner (LADBS Permit No. 09016-10000-04480).

Alterations
The following exterior alterations were noted to the store building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard:
Original wall cladding (presumably brick) has been replaced with an incompatible stucco finish
Seismic anchor plates have been added to the exterior walls
Some original windows have been replaced
One storefront has been boarded up
Security bars have been added to storefront windows and to the stair vestibule
The following exterior alterations were noted to the main house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard:
Additions have been appended to the upper story (1921)
Additions have been appended to rear and side fagades (1921, 1949)
Additional entrances have been added to the east and north fagades
Exterior stairs have been added to the east and north fagades, providing ingress to these
additional entrances
Some original windows (presumably wood) have been replaced with aluminum windows
Security window bars have been added
Doors and windows have been boarded up
The following exterior alterations were noted to the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard:
•

Security window bars have been added

•

Doors and windows have been boarded up

The following exterior alterations were noted to the rear house at 2229% Sunset Boulevard:
•

An addition has been appended to the primary/south fagade, enclosing what appears to have

•

The porch and entrance have been reconfigured to accommodate the addition. This includes the

been the original porch and entrance
addition of a new door, stoop, and steps with metal rail
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•

Wall cladding around the base of the building has been modified

•

Security window bars have been added (1986)

•

Doors and windows have been boarded up

2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard
Development Chronology
1904 ca.

Original construction of rear house at the back of the lot (2231% Sunset Blvd). No original
permit records are available; the date of construction is estimated from visual observation
and review of Sanborn maps, city directories, and other archival materials. Stefan and
Teresa Zacsek are believed to have been the builders and owners.

1909

Permit issued to construct the main house at the front of the lot (2231 Sunset Blvd). No
architect is listed on the permit; D.R. McClure is listed as the builder; Stefan Zacsek is listed
as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 06323).

1911

Permit issued for a small addition to house an "outside toilet room." This appears to refer
to the rear house at 2231% Sunset Blvd. No architect or builder is listed on the permit;
Stefan Zacsek is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 03143).

1931

Permit issued to construct a brick store building at the front of the lot (2233-2235 Sunset
Blvd). H.S. Webster is listed as the architect; J.A. Miller is listed as the builder; M.J. Morse
is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 26875).

1932

Permit issued to alter the store building, which was still under construction, by adding new
reinforced concrete details. Ray DeKamp is listed as the engineer; J.A. Miller and L. Rose
are listed as the builders; M.J. Morse is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 01013).

1938

Permit issued to add two new awnings to the store building. No architect is listed on the
permit; Purless Shade and Venetian Blind Co. is listed as the builder; J.N. Morse is listed as
the owner (LADBS Permit No. 13506).

1961

Permit issued to complete structural repairs to the store building, likely to remediate
termite damage. No architect is listed on the permit; Wilkil Pest Control is listed as the
builder; Mrs. Tillie Morse is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 80895).

1967

Permit issued to change occupancy of the store building from G-1 (store) to G-2 (food
market). No architect is listed on the permit; Jose del Toro is listed as the builder and
owner (LADBS Permit No. 56749).

1968

Permit issued to add two awnings to the store building. No architect is listed on the
permit; Canvas Specialty Co. is listed as the builder; Jose del Toro is listed as the owner
(LADBS Permit No. 63155).
Certificate of Occupancy issued for the change of occupancy of the store building.
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Permit issued to alter store building. The scope of work is described as "full compliance
Div. 88," which appears to be a reference to seismic safety upgrades. C. Cooke is listed as
the engineer; Capra Development is listed as the builder; Francis Morris is listed as the
owner (LADBS Permit No. HO14358).

1991

Alterations
The following exterior alterations were noted to the store building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard:
Original wall cladding (presumably brick) has been replaced with an incompatible stucco finish
Seismic anchor plates have been added to the exterior walls
Original doors have been replaced
Original windows have been replaced
Awnings and signage have been added to the primary/south fagade
The following exterior alterations were noted to the main house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard:
•

The stoop leading to the side (west) entrance has been modified, including the addition of non
original aggregate steps and a metal rail

•

Minor modifications have been made to the porch, including augmentation of original porch
rails and the addition of an awning over the porch steps

•

Doors and windows have been boarded up

•

Security window bars have been added

The following exterior alterations were noted to the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard:
Modifications have been made to the porch
A second entrance, comprising a stoop and door, have been added to the primary/south fagade
An addition has been added to the rear/north fagade (1911)
Original windows have been replaced
Doors and windows have been boarded up

2216-2218 Elsinore Street
Development Chronology
1906

Permit issued to construct a new, 1.5-story single-family residence. The address on the
permit is listed as 2218 Ivers Ave (street name later changed to Elsinore St). No architect is
listed on the permit; C.F. Borton Co., Inc. is listed as the builder; K&M MacGregor are listed
as the owners (LADBS Permit No. 05117).

1919

Permit issued to construct a new private garage. This refers to the building that is now the
rear house on the property (2216 Elsinore St). No architect is listed on the permit; W.H.
and Augusta Joerndt are listed as the builders and owners (LADBS Permit No. 11925).
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1932

Permit issued to add a residence to the detached garage structure. No architect is listed on
the permit; W.H. Joerndt is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 01782).

1933

Permit issued to alter the main house. The scope is described as "replacement of old wood
shingles with composition." It is not clear if this refers to roof cladding or the exterior wall
cladding, which consists of non-original asbestos shingles. No architect is listed on the
permit; W.H. Joerndt is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 014875).

1934

Permit issued to construct a new private garage; this appears to refer to the current
garage structure that is located adjacent to the main house. No architect is listed on the
permit; W.H. Joerndt is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 12669).

1935

Permit issued to construct a new 12' x 14' storage shed at the rear of the parcel; this
appears to refer to the current storage structure. No architect is listed on the permit; W.H.
Joerndt is listed as the builder and owner (LADBS Permit No. 20020).

1944

Permit issued to reroof the main house with composition shingles. No architect is listed on
the permit; Evertite Roof Corporation is listed as the builder; William H. Joerndt is listed as
the owner (LADBS Permit No. 14741).

2011

Permit issued to remove and/or reinforce termite damaged wall studs in the garage. No
architect is listed on the permit; Avry Mizrahi is listed as the builder; E.D. Flores Corp. is
listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 11016-30000-18348).

Alterations
The following exterior alterations were noted to the main house at 2218 Elsinore Street:
Original wall cladding (presumably wood siding or wood shingles) has been replaced with
asbestos shingles
Modifications have been made to the porch, including the alteration of porch rails and
augmentation of the low porch wall
A small addition, appearing to house a utility room, has been appended to the rear/south fagade
The brick chimney appears to have been truncated, likely for purposes of seismic safety
Doors and windows have been boarded up
The following exterior alterations were noted to the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street:
The building, originally a detached garage, was converted into a residence. This entailed the
construction of large additions to the south and west facades, and the insertion of new door and
window openings (1932)
Doors and windows have been boarded up
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1121 Mohawk Street
Development Chronology
1921

Permit issued to construct a new, 5-room dwelling. No architect is listed on the permit;
C.E. Rawson is listed as the builder; Mary McClellan is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit
No. 27729).

1926

Permit issued to construct private garage at the rear of the property. The garage appears
to have initially been a detached structure. No architect is listed on the permit; West Bros.
is listed as the builder; Mary E. Johnson is listed as the owner (LADBS Permit No. 14851).

1959

Permit issued to construct a study room addition. This refers to the front-facing addition
on the primary (east) fagade. No architect is listed on the permit; Agostino Ranieri is listed
as the builder (LADBS Permit No. 35142).
Certificate of Occupancy issued for the addition, described as a "1-story, Type V, 8'1" x 11'
addition to an existing 1 story, Type V, 30' x 40' 1-family dwelling."

Alterations
The following exterior alterations were noted to the house at 1121 Mohawk Street:
An addition has been appended to the primary/east fagade (1959)
An addition has been appended to the rear/west fagade, connecting the house and garage
Security doors have been added
Security window bars have been added
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6.

Historic Contexts

6.1. Residential Development in Echo Park
The residential buildings on the subject properties date to the first twenty years or so of the twentieth
century, a time when Los Angeles experienced extraordinary population growth and the historical
boundaries of the city were pushed farther out into more peripheral areas. It was during this period that
Echo Park came of age as a suburban enclave.
Residential development in Echo Park was preceded by the construction of Reservoir No. 4, which today
is known as Echo Park Lake. In 1868, the Los Angeles Canal and Reservoir Company diverted water from
the Los Angeles River and toward the grassy hills to the north and west of Downtown Los Angeles.
Although the area that would become Echo Park was relatively close to Downtown, it witnessed virtually
no development until the mid-1880s. Upon the completion of a transcontinental railroad line to
Southern California, competition between the Union Pacific and Santa Fe Railroads infamously led to
fares as low as one dollar from St. Louis to Los Angeles. Unprecedented movement westward created a
short-lived real estate boom that led to the first residential development in the Echo Park area.
The earliest development of Echo Park is generally attributed to Thomas Kelley, a carriage-maker and
real estate developer. In 1887, Thomas, working with other investors, purchased 70 acres of land in the
area, including Reservoir No. 4, and named it the Montana Tract.44 Additional acreage in the vicinity was
acquired from Andrew Glassell and Prudent Beaudry, both influential early real estate developers in
Southern California.45 At this time the area was still primarily devoted to a variety of small-scale
agricultural pursuits including vineyards, orchards, and gardens. The first lots in Kelley's tract, which he
called the Montana Tract were subdivided and put up for sale in 1887. Advertisements in the Los
Angeles Times in early 1887 stressed the availability of 55 building lots "on the shores of the beautiful
lake adjoining Angeleno Heights."46 Angeleno Heights, later anglicized to Angelino Heights, was one of
the earliest residential suburbs of Los Angeles and is located to the southeast of Echo Park Lake.
Other tracts were subsequently platted in the vicinity of the Montana Tract and Angelino Heights
including the Washington Heights Tract, in which all of the subject properties are located. Washington
Heights was platted by real estate attorneys John S. Maltman and Oliver A. Ivers in 1887, and was sited
alongside a proposed streetcar line that was slated to run down Elysian Park Avenue (now Sunset
Boulevard).47 Its boundaries were defined by present-day Reservoir Street to the north, Marathon
Street to the south, Waterloo (then Girard) Street to the west, and Alvarado Street to the east. Several
other residential tracts were also platted in the vicinity between the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, and lots were subdivided and put up for sale. Development of these tracts was made possible
by a streetcar line that ran down Sunset Boulevard, and another that was routed down Glendale

44
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Echo Park Historical Society, "History and Landmarks," accessed Apr. 2020.
Montana. A New Tract Laid Out in the Western Hills," Los Angeles Times, Jan. 2, 1887.

46 "The Celebrated Montana Tract," Los Angeles Times, Jan. 9, 1887.
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Boulevard at the turn-of-the-twentieth century and connected Downtown Los Angeles with the City of
Glendale.
The Echo Park community's proximity to streetcar lines, including the Ostrich Farm Railway through the
Washington Heights Tract, provided easy access to downtown Los Angeles and helped to further
encourage development. In 1886 construction began on the Ostrich Farm Railway, an endeavor of
industrialist Griffith J. Griffith. Although the Ostrich Farm at the end of the line was inevitably a financial
failure, the streetcar service made the picturesque hills of Echo Park valuable real estate. Additional
tracts along streetcar lines, including the Echo Park Tract and Lake Side Tract, were subdivided in 1903. 48
In addition to its picturesque rolling hills and the availability of public transportation, the early
development of Echo Park was spurred by the presence of several lucrative industries in the surrounding
area. In 1892, the Los Angeles City Oil Field was discovered by pioneering oilman Edward Doheny and
partner Charles Canfield. The field was located to the south of Echo Park along Temple Street, in an area
now known as Crown Hill, and became one of the most lucrative sites of oil extraction in Los Angeles,
catapulting Doheny into local fame.49 By the 1910s, a critical mass of early film production companies
had concentrated in the Echo Park area, establishing production studios along the Glendale Boulevard
corridor in an area that was then known as Edendale. Disney, Talmadge (now Prospect Studios,
operated by ABC), and Mack Sennett were among the film production companies that set up shop in the
area.50 The presence of notable industries further helped to encourage development of the area, which
by the early twentieth century was beginning to develop into an early streetcar suburb of Los Angeles.
Areas on the fringe of Echo Park that were closer to Downtown, like Angelino Heights, witnessed
substantial development in the late nineteenth century, but generally the neighborhoods comprising
Echo Park experienced their most pronounced period of development between the turn-of-thetwentieth century and the early 1920s. Neighborhood growth ascribed to the prevailing pattern of
residential development of this era, in which tracts of land were subdivided and individual lots - or, in
some cases, a handful of lots - were sold to a single buyer, who would erect a house in a style of their
choice. As a result, houses in these neighborhoods exhibit a degree of individuality with respect to
design, though deed restrictions and other regulatory tactics ensured that they were compatible with
one another with respect to bulk, massing, and aesthetics. Most of these houses embody the variety of
architectural styles that were popular at this time: Queen Anne, Vernacular Victorian, Foursquare, and
Craftsman. Some designers took elements of various styles and melded them together, resulting in
houses that are best described as eclectic and transitional examples of these architectural styles.
The Washington Heights Tract is representative of these early patterns of residential development that
gave shape to Echo Park in its formative years. The tract is located in close proximity to a former
streetcar line that ran down Sunset Boulevard, which made it possible and convenient to travel between
one's house and the central business district in Downtown Los Angeles. Lots are of a modest size, blocks
are relatively short and walkable, and streets include amenities like sidewalks and parkways that were
48
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installed with pedestrians in mind. Houses within the tract were generally constructed between the
turn-of-the-twentieth century and 1915 and were modest in scale and accoutrement, underscoring the
neighborhood's identity as a bastion for middle-income households. Consistent with popular
architectural trends, a majority of houses within the tract were designed in the Craftsman style, though
a lesser number of Late Victorian-era houses are also sprinkled throughout the neighborhood fabric.
By the 1920s, Echo Park had matured into a quintessential streetcar suburb. Primarily a residential
district, it consisted predominately of established, middle-income residential neighborhoods that were
concentrated around major streetcar lines that transected the area. Retail stores and various other
commercial uses were concentrated alongside these streetcar lines. In due time these linear commercial
corridors became teeming hubs of public life within the community, as was Echo Park, the open space
from which the surrounding community derives its name. Other neighborhood institutions of note
include Angelus Temple (1923), an enormous church that housed the fellowship of the eccentric
evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson; and Queen of Angels Hospital (1925), which was founded by the
Franciscan Sisters of the Sacred Heart and quickly became one of the largest hospitals in the region. 51

6.2. Streetcar Commercial Development
The two commercial buildings on the Site were constructed in 1922 and 1931. Both are oriented toward
Sunset Boulevard, which was the route of a major interurban streetcar line when the buildings were
constructed. These buildings are representative of a period during which most commercial development
in Los Angeles was concentrated along a vast regional network of electric streetcars that extended
outward, like spokes on a wheel, from the Downtown core and into nearby suburban districts. The
subject properties are demonstrative of these development patterns and reflect the way public life was
conducted in proximity to transit in the early decades of the twentieth century.
One of the first streetcar lines in Los Angeles was routed through Echo Park. When this railway was
constructed in the 1880s it was known as the Ostrich Farm Railway, and was built to ferry sightseers
between Downtown and the Los Angeles Ostrich Farm near Los Feliz. The Ostrich Farm was a popular,
though short-lived resort complete with a clubhouse and restauarant in addition to a collection of
"curious foreign and American birds and animals."52 Griffith J. Griffith, who owned the land on which the
attraction sat, was a founding member of the Los Angeles Ostrich Farm Railway Company, and helped
the organization acquire rights of way through Echo Park. The one-line iron railroad track, with railcars
powered by horse and steam locomotion, passed north of Reservoir No. 4 and wound through the
scenic hills and small canyons south of the recently dedicated Elysian Park, the first public park in the Los
Angeles. Construction of the Ostrich Farm Railway commenced in 1886, but in 1887 the railway was
purchased by the Los Angeles County Railroad Company, which was subequently bought and
consolidated as the Los Angeles and Pacific Railway Company in 1888.53 The street on either side of the
railway was initially known as Ostrich Farm Boulevard or Elysian Park Avenue before it was re-christened
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Sunset Boulevard. The portion of Sunset Boulevard between the Washington Heights Tract and
Micheltorena Street in Silver Lake was named, graded, and deeded to the City of Los Angeles in 1902. 54
By 1906 the Los Angeles and Pacific Railroad Company was acquired by Southern Pacific, and after the
"Great Merger" of 1911 the line became part of a consolidated system under the jurisdiction of the
Pacific Electric Railway Company owned by railroad tycoon Henry E. Huntington.55 Subsequently the
streetcar line through the Washington Heights Tract became a part of Pacific Electric's "Red Car"
network, which also served other parts of Echo Park. This streetcar network became the driving factor
for intense growth, both residential and commercial, throughout Los Angeles in the 1910s and 1920s.
The ease of travel between residential suburbs and Downtown meant that smaller commercial
establishments in neighborhoods served by streetcars often limited their wares to everyday essentials.
In the 1910s and 1920s, a low-scale, neighborhood-oriented commercial district developed along the
streetcar line on Sunset Boulevard. Though the automobile was already coming of age by this time and
was beginning to make its mark on the urban fabric of Los Angeles, electric streetcars continued to be a
dominant mode of interurban transportation and dictated the essential form of the built environment
that it facilitated the growth of. Most commercial development in Echo Park that took place at this time
were sited and scaled to accommodate passersby on the area's streetcar lines. These buildings'
pedestrian scale, sidewalk-focused entries and storefronts, and lack of automobile accommodations like
parking lots aimed to capture the business of streetcar passengers rather than motorists. 56
On occasion, owners employed notable local architects to design their commercial blocks, though more
often than not these streetcar commercial buildings were vernacular structures that were designed and
built by a contractor. These streetcar commercial buildings tended to house "neighborhood stores [that]
increasingly limited their stock to everyday requirements and were content with smaller, less expensive
structures. 57 Common architectural features of streetcar commercial buildings included rounded
corners, cornices, grilles, and signage, all of which were intended to add an element of visual interest to
an otherwise understated and ubiquitous building type and attract the attention of customers.
The commercial nucleus of Echo Park was concentrated around the intersection of Sunset Boulevard
and Echo Park Avenue, several blocks to the east of the Site.58 As Echo Park continued to grow,
commercial development began to eke its way further outward along the boulevard, occupying prime
real estate that was visible and convenient to streetcar passengers. Notably, in the early 1920s Sunset
Boulevard was replatted between Waterloo and Mohawk streets, easing access through a challenging
hillside and paving the way for new commercial development along this stretch of Sunset Boulevard.
Both commercial buildings on the Site historically served as retail and office space. Following its
construction in 1922, the building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was occupied by a real estate office,
an egg company, a trucking and teaming office, a lapidarist shop, and a potato chip factory. The adjacent
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building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard was occupied by an alcohol retailer following its construction in
1931.59 Both buildings were thereafter occupied by a revolving door of local businesses over the years.
The litany of small, neighborhood-oriented businesses that were housed within these two buildings is
typical of streetcar commercial development of the pre-World War II era, which typically housed small,
independently owned businesses that served the day-to-day needs of those who resided in the vicinity.

6.3. Architecture and Design
Queen Anne Architecture
The residence at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard is designed in the Queen Anne style. Two other buildings on
the Site - the rear houses at 2229% Sunset Boulevard and 2231% Sunset Boulevard - are architecturally
vernacular but exhibit some loose references to the Queen Anne style.
One of several idioms associated with the Late Victorian era, the Queen Anne style was a popular choice
for residential architecture between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In spite of its
name - Queen Anne was the British monarch from 1702-1714 - the Queen Anne style was popularized
in the latter decades of the nineteenth century. The idiom was named and disseminated by a group of
nineteenth century English architects led by Richard Norman Shaw, and referenced the forms of
England's Elizabethan and Jacobean eras some 300 years prior. It was introduced to the United States at
the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, which was held in Philadelphia and showcased trends in architecture
that were popular in Great Britain. The Queen Anne style was seen as en vogue and quickly gained
credence. The Watts-Sherman House in Newport, Rhode, Island (1874), designed by eminent architect
Henry Hobson Richardson, is regarded as the nation's first example of the Queen Anne style. 60
More so than its British roots, the Queen Anne style was a celebration of innovations in American
industrialization. The advent of the balloon frame, as well as the mass production of common building
materials and decorative appurtenances, meant that almost anybody, anywhere, could erect a new
house and embellish it with a personalized assortment of fanciful aesthetic elements. Materials such as
doors, windows, roofing, siding, and decorative detailing could easily be produced in new factories and
then shipped to construction sites via the expanding railroad network.61 The proliferation of pattern
books and architectural publications disseminated the Queen Anne style across the country. With their
easy-to-follow instructions and ample illustrations, contractors and laypeople alike were able to easily
replicate what they saw on paper.
Common features of the Queen Anne style include irregular plans and asymmetrical massing; steeply
pitched roofs, often accentuated by a tower; integral porches that sometimes wrap around the side
elevations of the building; a variety of textured wall cladding materials; and an abundance of applied
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ornament and decorative millwork.62 When present, towers and turrets are placed near the corner of
the primary elevation. Common details include finials, gable ornament, spindlework friezes, and lace-like
brackets. Classical columns, heavy turned porch supports, or delicate spindlework are often used to
support overhangs above porches. Fish scale, diamond, sawtooth, and hexagonal shaped shingles are
often incorporated into the exterior walls, enhancing these buildings' highly embellished aesthetic.
Throughout Los Angeles, the Queen Anne style was adapted to a variety of building types and income
levels. The most extravagant examples of the style were high-style dwellings, most of which were
constructed for affluent patrons and incorporated an extensive level of detail that connoted these
patrons' relative wealth and status. The style was also applied to vernacular cottages that were perhaps
more typical of how the average person lived at this time. Queen Anne style cottages often incorporated
the essential form, massing, and decorative program of the style, but did so in a much more modest
manner. Often, these cottages featured elements such as a small turret or decorative millwork, but were
otherwise relatively modest buildings that were occupied by the working and middle classes.
Queen Anne architecture is relatively uncommon in Echo Park, as the community witnessed its most
significant period of residential development in the early decades of the twentieth century. By this time,
the Queen Anne style had fallen out of favor and other architectural idioms, most notably the Craftsman
style, emerged as the preferred choice for residential design. However, one of the finest concentrations
of Victorian-era architecture in Los Angeles, including Queen Anne and other contemporaneous styles, is
located in the Angeleno Heights neighborhood, which is located to the slight east of Echo Park and is
often associated with the Echo Park community by virtue of its geographic proximity. Angelino Heights is
designated as a Los Angeles HPOZ. Its streets contain richly embellished dwellings that are
demonstrative of how the Queen Anne style was applied to the context of high-style domestic design.
In SurveyLA, significant examples of Queen Anne architecture are addressed in the "Architecture and
Engineering/Late 19th and Early 20th Century Residential Architecture" theme/subtheme combination. 63
The following are listed in the corresponding Historic Context Statement as character-defining features
of the Queen Anne style:
One to two stories in height
Irregular plans and asymmetrical massing
Wood clapboard, shingle, or a combination of siding
Hipped, gabled, or combination of roof forms
Wrap-around porches
Bay windows, oriels, or corner towers (corner towers may be lacking in one-story cottages
Narrowly proportioned double-hung windows, often with bordered glass
Leaded and colored glass often used in transoms
Decorative millwork detailing
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Craftsman Architecture
The main house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard, the main house at 2218 Elsinore Street, and the house at
1121 Mohawk Street exhibit characteristics of the Craftsman style. The style was popular in Southern
California during the early decades of the twentieth century. Its aesthetic represented a regional
interpretation of the broader Arts and Crafts movement that was immensely popular during this period.
The Arts and Crafts movement emerged in England as a reaction against the materialism brought about
by the Industrial Revolution. Led by English designer William Morris, the movement focused on
simplicity of form, direct response to site, informal character, and extensive use of natural materials.
Morris was influenced by the philosophies of Thomas Carlyle, A.W. Pugin and John Ruskin, particularly
Ruskin's promotion of art derived from nature and a return to traditional craftsmanship. The lush,
intricate patterns of Medieval Romanticism were especially revered by Morris and his Pre-Raphaelite
contemporaries. After designing his own residence with architect Phillip Webb, Morris compiled a
coterie of artisans specialized in the craft of natural elements and decorative motifs to furnish the
home.64 This holistic approach to the design of dwellings would prove influential to the Craftsman style.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the Arts and Crafts movement had made its way to North America
and gained popularity through the efforts of Elbert Hubbard and Gustav Stickley, as well as other
designers, architects, and builders who advocated the ideals set forth by Morris. The Arroyo Seco, a
streambed that stretches from the San Gabriel Mountains above Pasadena and weaves its way through
northeast Los Angeles, became a major center of the Arts and Crafts movement in the United States.
Charles Fletcher Lummis and George Wharton James, along with artists and architects such as William
Lees Judson, Frederick Roehrig, and Sumner Hunt, contributed to the development of the Arroyo
Culture, the regional manifestation of the Arts and Crafts movement in Southern California.
The Arts and Crafts movement was popularized in Southern California by Pasadena architects Charles
and Henry Greene, whose interest in Japanese wooden architecture and training in the manual arts
helped to influence the development of regional Arts and Crafts styles. The styles were then applied to a
range of residential property types, ranging from modest, low-slung bungalows to grander and more
articulated multi-story houses. Greene and Greene are credited with adapting the Arts and Crafts
movement and Arroyo Culture into the Craftsman style of architecture. The Craftsman style was highly
variated, with different techniques and motifs adopted by local architects. Some architects incorporated
Swiss chalet design references; others wove in Japanese pagoda roof forms.
High-style interpretations of the Craftsman style are relatively uncommon outside of California, though
simple Craftsman-type bungalows were the dominant style for smaller houses built throughout the
country during the period from about 1905 until the early 1920s.65 The term "bungalow," derived from
the name of typical native dwellings of the Bengal region of India, has come to define the type of house
that is most closely associated with modest, everyday interpretations of the Craftsman style. In their
earliest form, bungalows featured Indian characteristics such as central living spaces and vast,
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ventilating porches that had been adapted to suit colonial British tastes.66 By the beginning of the
twentieth century, bungalows were deemed well suited for the California climate and soon became a
prevailing typology. Promoted by architectural periodicals and made widely available by prefabricated
"kits" of building components, bungalows proved to be both affordable and adaptable. Although
prefabricated bungalows represented the mass production that the Arts and Crafts movement retaliated
against, Californian designers and consumers found a compromise in Craftsman style dwellings.
Highland Park, Mount Washington, and other communities in Northeast Los Angeles that are located
along the Arroyo Seco are awash in examples of the Craftsman style, and this area - along with nearby
communities including Pasadena - are considered to be both the birthplace and the epicenter of the
Craftsman architectural movement in Southern California. However, numerous examples of Craftsman
style dwellings can be found in virtually every Los Angeles neighborhood that witnessed a period of
growth in the early decades of the twentieth century. Echo Park is among these communities. Craftsman
style houses are a dominant element of the community's streetscape, though consistent with Echo
Park's middle-income roots the style is typically expressed in the form of modest bungalows that derive
clear influence from the Arts and Crafts movement but are generally lacking in scale and accoutrement.
In SurveyLA, significant examples of Craftsman architecture are addressed in the "Architecture and
Engineering/Arts and Crafts Movement" theme/subtheme combination.67 The following are listed in the
corresponding Historic Context Statement as character-defining features of the Craftsman style:
One or two stories in height
Building forms that respond to the site
Shingled exteriors, occasionally clapboard or stucco
Low-pitched gabled roofs
Broad, overhanging eaves with exposed structural members such as rafter tails, knee braces,
and king posts
Broad front entry porches of half for full-width, with square or battered columns, sometimes
second-story sleeping porches
Extensive use of natural materials for columns, chimneys, retailing walls, and landscape features
Casement windows situated in groups
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7. Regulatory Framework
7.1. National Register of Historic Places
The National Register of Historic Places (National Register) is the nation's master inventory of known
historic resources. Established under the auspices of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the
National Register is administered by the National Park Service (NPS) and includes buildings, structures,
sites, objects, and districts that possess historic, architectural, engineering, archaeological, or cultural
significance at the national, state, or local level. Eligibility for in the National Register is addressed in
National Register Bulletin (NRB) 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. NRB 15
states that in order to be eligible for the National Register, a resource must both: (1) be historically
significant, and (2) retain sufficient integrity to adequately convey its significance.
Significance is assessed by evaluating a resource against established eligibility criteria. A resource is
considered significant if it satisfies any one of the following four National Register criteria:68
Criterion A (events): associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history;
Criterion B (persons): associated with the lives of significant persons in our past;
Criterion C (architecture): embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method
of construction, or that represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values,
or that represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction;
•

Criterion D (information potential): has yielded or may be likely to yield, information important
in prehistory or history.

Once significance has been established, it must then be demonstrated that a resource retains enough of
its physical and associative qualities - or integrity - to convey the reason(s) for its significance. Integrity
is best described as a resource's "authenticity" as expressed through its physical features and extant
characteristics. Generally, if a resource is recognizable as such in its present state, it is said to retain
integrity, but if it has been extensively altered then it does not. Whether a resource retains sufficient
integrity for listing is determined by evaluating the seven aspects of integrity defined by NPS:
Location (the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic
event occurred);
Setting (the physical environment of a historic property);
Design (the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a
property);
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•

Materials (the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of
time and in a particular manner or configuration to form a historic property);

•

Workmanship (the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any
given period in history or prehistory);

•

Feeling (a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time);

•

Association (the direct link between an important historic event/person and a historic property).

Integrity is evaluated by weighing all seven of these aspects together and is ultimately a "yes or no"
determination - that is, a resource either retains sufficient integrity, or it does not.69 Some aspects of
integrity may be weighed more heavily than others depending on the type of resource being evaluated
and the reason(s) for the resource's significance. Since integrity depends on a resource's placement
within a historic context, integrity can be assessed only after it has been concluded that the resource is
in fact significant.

7.2. California Register of Historical Resources
The California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) is an authoritative guide used to
identify, inventory, and protect historical resources in California. Established by an act of the State
Legislature in 1998, the California Register program encourages public recognition and protection of
significant architectural, historical, archeological, and cultural resources; identifies these resources for
state and local planning purposes; determines eligibility for state historic preservation grant funding;
and affords certain protections under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
The structure of the California Register program is similar to that of the National Register, though the
former more heavily emphasizes resources that have contributed specifically to the development of
California. To be eligible for the California Register, a resource must first be deemed significant under
one of the following four criteria, which are modeled after the National Register criteria listed above:
Criterion 1 (events): associated with events or patterns of events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of
California or the United States;
Criterion 2 (persons): associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or
national history;
Criterion 3 (architecture): embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or
method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values;
Criterion 4 (information potential): has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information
important to the prehistory or history of the local area, state, or the nation.
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Mirroring the National Register, the California Register also requires that resources retain sufficient
integrity to be eligible for listing. A resource's integrity is assessed using the same seven aspects of
integrity used for the National Register. However, since integrity thresholds associated with the
California Register are generally less rigid than those associated with the National Register, it is possible
that a resource may lack the integrity required for the National Register but still be eligible for listing in
the California Register.
Certain properties are automatically listed in the California Register, as follows: 70
•

All California properties that are listed in the National Register;

•

All California properties that have formally been determined eligible for listing in the National
Register (by the State Office of Historic Preservation);

•

All California Historical Landmarks numbered 770 and above; and

•

California Points of Historical Interest which have been reviewed by the State Office of Historic
Preservation and recommended for listing by the State Historical Resources Commission.

Resources may be nominated directly to the California Register. State Historic Landmarks #770 and
forward are also automatically listed in the California Register. There is no prescribed age limit for listing
in the California Register, although guidelines state that sufficient time must have passed to obtain a
scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated with a resource.

7.3. City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance
The local designation programs for the City of Los Angeles include Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM)
designation for individual resources and the adoption of Historic Preservation Overlay Zones (HPOZs) for
concentrations of buildings, commonly known as historic districts.
The City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance (Chapter 9, Section 22.171 etseq. of the Los Angeles
Administrative Code) defines an HCM as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located
thereon), building, or structure of particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles,
meaning that it meets one or more of the following criteria:
1.

It is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant
contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city, or
community; or

2.

It is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local
history; or
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3.

It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; or
represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius
influenced his or her age.

Local historic preservation ordinances often include standards for determining whether a resource
retains sufficient integrity to merit local historic designation, and this language can vary widely from
municipality to municipality. Some local ordinances do not mention integrity at all. The Los Angeles
Cultural Heritage Ordinance does not include language about integrity. When evaluating historic
resources in municipalities where the historic preservation ordinance does not provide guidance for
assessing integrity, in accordance with best professional practices it is customary to use the National
Register seven aspects of integrity to assess whether or not a resource retains sufficient integrity to
convey its significance at the local level.
As with the National and California Registers, in assessing integrity at the local level, some aspects may
be weighed more heavily than others depending on the type of resource being evaluated and the
reason(s) for its significance. For example, if a property is significant as an excellent example of an
architectural style, integrity of design, workmanship and materials may weigh more heavily than
integrity of setting. In contrast, if a property is significant for its association with an important event or
person, integrity of setting, feeling, and association may weigh more heavily than integrity of design.

7.4. City of Los Angeles Historic Preservation Overlay Zone Ordinance
Historic districts in Los Angeles are regulated by the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ)
Ordinance. The City of Los Angeles established the HPOZ ordinance in 1979. The ordinance was revised
in 1997, 2000, 2004, and 2017. According to §12.20.3.B.17 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC),
an HPOZ is "any area of the City of Los Angeles containing buildings, structures, landscaping, natural
features or lots having historic, architectural, cultural or aesthetic significance. 71 The ordinance
describes the procedures for the creation of new HPOZs, the powers and duties of HPOZ boards, and the
review process for development projects within HPOZs. New HPOZ designations are typically initiated by
the City Council through a motion of the Councilmember of the district, though the Director of Planning,
the Cultural Heritage Commission, the City Planning Commission, or the owners and renters of
properties within the district may also initiate an HPOZ designation. Once the designation is initiated, a
historic resource survey of the district is completed by a qualified professional and reviewed for
completeness and accuracy by City staff; public workshops and hearings are conducted; the survey is
certified by the Cultural Heritage Commission; and the zoning changes associated with the HPOZ are
ultimately adopted by the City Planning Commission and City Council.
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8.

Evaluation of Eligibility

8.1. Evaluation of Significance
ARG concludes that none of the buildings on the Site are eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources, as Los Angeles Historic-Cultural
Monuments (HCM), or as part of a Los Angeles Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ), as follows.

National Register Criterion A: associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history.

California Register Criterion 1: associated with events or patterns of events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the
United States.

Local (HCM) Criterion 1: is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or
exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state,
city, or community.
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between
the turn-of-the-twentieth century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad
patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the growth of Echo Park and other Downtownadjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings were
constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2229% Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at
2231% Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front house at 2218 Elsinore Street was
constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-%
Sunset Boulevard, both have slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same
can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which was built as a garage in 1919 and
subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were
built to capacity, and the amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how
parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with new houses that were visually harmonious with
existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house
at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood's
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the
Washington Heights Tract and adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings
that embodied common architectural styles and collectively came to define the area's suburban
streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in Echo
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Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite
residential development patterns. None of these residences - not even the two that were built around
the turn of the twentieth century - appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they
particularly rare; there are many other examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the
residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject buildings with respect to
scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned
residential buildings, then, do not represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that
is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area that date to the same general period
of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
The Site also contains two commercial buildings: 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, which was built in 1922,
and 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard, which was built in 1931. Both were constructed when a n electric
streetcar line ran down Sunset Boulevard, and both were historically used as retail stores and offices.
These buildings' pedestrian orientation, integral relationship with the street, lack of accommodations for
the automobile, and location along a heavily trafficked streetcar corridor reflects the broad patterns of
neighborhood-oriented commercial development that defined the commercial landscape of Echo Park
and other streetcar suburbs in the early decades of the twentieth century. However, there are
numerous examples of streetcar-oriented commercial buildings in the vicinity, many of which are more
articulated and are arguably better representations of these patterns of commercial development.
Moreover, both commercial buildings have been altered, including the application of an incompatible
stucco finish and the replacement of all original doors and windows. Due to these alterations, they now
read as ubiquitous structures that lack a discernible sense of time and place.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that any of the residential or commercial buildings
associated with the Site are linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to history.
Research did not indicate that any of the aforementioned residential buildings functioned as anything
more than typical dwellings, or that any of the aforementioned commercial buildings was the site of
anything more than typical commercial activities.
For the reasons stated above, none of the buildings on the Site are associated with events of patterns of
events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, none of the subject buildings
satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.

National Register Criterion B: associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
California Register Criterion 2: associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or
national history.

Local (HCM) Criterion 2: associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state,
city, or local history.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that any of the buildings on the Site bear a meaningful
association with the productive lives of historically significant individuals.
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The earliest known owner of 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was Mrs. Anna Hunt; the earliest known
occupants were Henry Seif, who resided in the main house, and Thomas F. Hunt, who resided in the rear
house at the back of the lot. No information could be found about Anna Hunt. Seif is identified in city
directories as a sanitary inspector for the City Health Office; Hunt is identified in city directories as a
painter. In subsequent years, many individuals moved into and out of these houses, as well as into and
out of the rear duplex that was later added to the property in 1922. Research did not reveal notable
information about the lives of these individuals. Based on what little information was available, they
appear to have generally been single renters who were employed in typical middle-income professions.
The earliest known residents of 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard were Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, both
Hungarian immigrants, who are occupied the rear house at the back of the lot beginning in 1904, built
the main house in 1909, and resided at the property until circa 1912. Stefan Zacsek is identified in city
directories as a janitor and machinist; Teresa is identified as a bookkeeper. Following the Zacseks'
departure, numerous individuals moved into and out of these houses, many of whom appear to have
been renters. Among the longest-term residents of the property were Morris and Tillie Morse. The
Morses resided in the main house from the 1930s until at least the 1960s, and permit records indicate
that they owned the property during this time. The Morses commissioned the construction of the
commercial building at street level, where they operated a liquor store. Numerous other tenants have
been associated with both the main house and the rear house over time. Research did not reveal any
notable information about the lives of these individuals. Like the adjacent property at 2225-2229 Sunset
Boulevard, those who resided in the two residential buildings on this parcel appear to have largely been
working-class and middle-income renters employed in common professions. No information was
uncovered to indicate that any one of them made notable contributions to history.
Between circa 1904 and circa 1912, Anna Zacsek, the daughter of Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, lived in the
residences at 2231 and 2231% Sunset Boulevard. She was a child at this time. Anna Zacsek, who later
changed her name to Olga Grey, enjoyed a long and varied career during her adult life. She worked as a
silent movie actress, dabbled in theater, and later became an accomplished attorney who specialized in
cases involving civil rights. While Zacsek found success in each of these fields, there is insufficient
evidence to demonstrate that her contributions to any one of these vocations merits recognition as a
historic individual in the spirit of this criterion. Moreover, Zacsek resided in this house during her
childhood years, well before she made any inroads in the above-listed professions. She did not appear in
her first film until 1915 - at which point she and her family had moved away from the subject property and was not admitted to the California bar until many years after that, in 1932. These same points are
emphasized in the 2011 OHR staff report that was prepared in response to the HCM nomination for
2231% Sunset Boulevard;, the staff report concludes that "it is uncertain whether her contributions to
each field enable her to rise to the level of a historic personage under the Cultural Heritage Ordinance
criteria. Nonetheless, the subject building itself is only associated with Zacsek's early life, from the ages
of 6-14, and therefore cannot be sufficiently associated with her productive life. »72
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The earliest known residents of 2216-2218 Elsinore Street were sisters Katherine MacGregor, a nurse,
and Maribel MacGregor, a stenographer. The MacGregors lived in the main house between 1906 and
1917 and rented some of the rooms to boarders, largely single professional women. William Joerndt, a
machinist, lived in the house for an extended period, between 1917 and the early 1940s. Joerndt
constructed all of the additional buildings on the property. The earliest known resident of 1121 Mohawk
Street was Mary McClellan. Others associated with the Elsinore and Mohawk properties appear to have
been typical middle-income owners and renters. Research did not reveal any information about the lives
of these individuals, or indicate that they made notable contributions to history that merit recognition.
Research also did not uncover any information to indicate that any of the landholders or business
owners associated with either of the two commercial buildings on the Site (2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
and 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard) are historically significant. It is typical for commercial buildings to be
loosely associated with an array of people, as they are generally intended to be quasi-accessible to the
public. However, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that any one of the individuals
associated with these commercial buildings is historically significant in a manner that would merit
consideration under this criterion. Absent information toward this end, there is no evidence to assert
that any of the owners, commercial tenants, or their clientele made significant contributions to history.
In summary, none of the buildings on the Site are meaningfully associated with the lives of persons
important to local, state, or national history. Therefore, none of the subject buildings satisfy National
Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.

National Register Criterion C: embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values, or that
represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

California Register Criterion 3: embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or
method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values.

Local (HCM) Criterion 3: it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual
genius influenced his or her age.
Most of the subject buildings associated with the Site are vernacular and are generally lacking in
distinguishing characteristics. Both commercial buildings, 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard and 2233-2235
Sunset Boulevard, as well as the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard, the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard, the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard, and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street
are vernacular and lack the distinguishing characteristics of a particular style.
The house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard exhibits characteristics of the Queen Anne style including
asymmetrical massing, a steeply pitched roof, wood clapboard and shingle siding, and narrowly
proportioned windows. However, the building has been substantially altered to the extent to which it
can no longer adequately express its association with the style. As enumerated in Section 5.2:
Chronology of Development and Use, the house has witnessed multiple additions, the addition of doors
and exterior staircases, and the replacement of some, and likely all original windows. Together, these
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alterations have significantly modified the appearance and configuration of the house. It now reads as
an amalgamation of disparate parts, and not as an honest expression of the Queen Anne style.
The houses at 2231 Sunset Boulevard, 2218 Elsinore Street, and 1121 Mohawk Street exhibit some
characteristics of the Craftsman style including gabled roofs, overhanging eaves, and broad entry
porches. However, these buildings read as simplified and vernacular interpretations of the style, and are
generally lacking in the level of articulation needed to render them excellent examples of the Craftsman
style. These houses do not read as particularly profound architectural statements; rather, they are
demonstrative of how basic elements of popular architectural styles, including the Craftsman style, were
pared down and transposed to a vernacular context and the design of everyday suburban dwellings.
None of the buildings embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural or historical type. Most
are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the Echo
Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety
of rear houses, ancillary structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern
California. Two of the buildings, 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard and 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard, are lowslung commercial retail buildings that date to the pre-World War II period. This type of development is
extremely common in the established neighborhoods of Los Angeles, and especially along the city's
major boulevards and commercial arteries that once accommodated heavily trafficked streetcar routes.
None of the buildings are notable for their respective method of construction. All of the residential
buildings appear to be typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and
materials. The two commercial buildings are constructed of brick. There is nothing particularly unusual
or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings
possesses enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of
resources in the vicinity to constitute a historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have
different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different scales and architectural styles.
Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
None of the buildings represent the work of a master. The only building that is known to have been
designed by an architect is the commercial building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard, whose architect is
identified on permits as H.S. Webster. Research did not uncover any information about the life or career
of Webster. For the other buildings on the Site, original building permits are either not available, or did
not identify an architect of record. In many instances, the contractor is listed as the property owner,
suggesting that they did not retain the services of a professional. Given each building's relatively small
scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that any of these buildings is the work of a master.
For these reasons, none of the buildings are significant for reasons related to architecture or physical
design. Thus, none of the buildings satisfies National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
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National Register Criterion D. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory
or history.

California Register Criterion 4. Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the
prehistory or history of the local area, state, or the nation.
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property's potential for
containing subsurface archaeological resources is unknown.

Local Historic District/HPOZ Evaluation
As noted in the evaluation against National Register/California Register/local Criterion C/3/3, the
buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different
uses, were constructed during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with
different contexts and themes, and are of different scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do
not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic
district. The stretch of Sunset Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual
character, with buildings representing different periods of development between the early twentieth
century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar commercial
buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this
report; commercial strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of
residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the
streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the
subject properties, exhibits some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and
general appearance of residential development. Most of the houses within this neighborhood were built
in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and setbacks.
However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the
area lacks sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. "Although the area retains some
consistency of massing, scale, and architectural style," notes the report, "many of its individual buildings
have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original wall materials and the
replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with
multi-family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the
integrity of the district," insofar as to where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an
HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National Register of California Register. 73

73

n

SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report, Silver-Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area," May 2014,

Appendix. C, 341-342.
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8.2. Evaluation of Integrity
Integrity is the ability of a property to convey its significance, and is defined by the National Park Service
(NPS) as the "authenticity of a property's historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the property's prehistoric or historic period. »74 NPS identifies seven
aspects of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
Following is a summary of integrity for each building, organized by parcel:

2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
Building 1: Commercial Building (2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard)
The commercial building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and setting. Its
integrity of association also remains intact but has been compromised. Due to alterations including the
application of an incompatible stucco finish to exterior walls and replacement of original windows, the
building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
Building 2: Main House (2227%-% Sunset Boulevard)
The Queen Anne style house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of
setting and association are also intact but have been compromised. Due to alterations including multiple
additions, the modification of original fenestration patterns with the insertion of additional entrances,
the addition of multiple exterior stairs, and the replacement of some, and perhaps all windows, the
building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
Building 3: Rear Duplex (2229%-% Sunset Boulevard)
The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard retains all aspects of integrity: location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
Building 4: Rear House (2229% Sunset Boulevard)
The rear house at 2229% Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting and
association are also intact but have been compromised. Due to alterations including a prominent front
addition, reconfiguration of the porch, and the introduction of incompatible wall cladding materials, the
building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.

74

U.S. Department of the Interior, National Register Bulletin 16A: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form

(Washington D.C.: National Park Service, 1997), 4.
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2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard
Building 1: Commercial Building (2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard)
The commercial building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and setting. Its
integrity of association also remains intact but has been compromised. Due to alterations including the
application of an incompatible stucco finish to exterior walls and replacement of original windows, the
building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
Building 2: Main House (2231 Sunset Boulevard)
The main house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and design. Its integrity of setting,
materials, feeling, and association also remain intact but have been compromised.
Building 3: Rear House (2231% Sunset Boulevard)
The rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting and
association also remain intact but have been compromised. Due to alterations including the addition of
a second entrance comprising a stoop and door, modification of the porch, replacement of original
windows, and construction of a rear addition, the building does not retain integrity of design, materials,
workmanship, or feeling.

2216-2218 Elsinore Street
Building 1: Main House (2218 Elsinore Street)
The main house at 2218 Elsinore Street retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of
association also remains intact but has been compromised. Due to alterations including porch
modifications, a rear addition, and replacement of original wall cladding with incompatible asbestos
shingles the building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
Building 2: Rear House (2216 Elsinore Street)
The rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street does not retain any aspects of integrity. It was constructed as a
garage but was converted into a residence; its original use does not remain legible. It has also been
extensively altered as a result of its conversion from a garage to a residence; alterations include the
construction of multiple additions and the insertion of new door and window openings.

1121 Mohawk Street
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of feeling and
association also remain intact but have been compromised. Due to alterations including multiple
additions, including a prominent addition to the front facade, the building does not retain integrity of
design, materials, or workmanship.
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9. Conclusion
In summary, ARG concludes that none of the buildings on the Site are eligible for listing in the National
Register, the California Register, or as Los Angeles HCMs or HPOZs. Therefore, these buildings are not
considered to be historical resources for purposes of CEQA.
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*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The commercial building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, which is located at the front of the parcel, was constructed in 1922. It is a
one-story commercial retail building that is set flush with the sidewalk and has frontage on Sunset Boulevard. It was historically used
as retail stores but appears to now be vacant. The building is constructed of brick, sits on a concrete foundation, and is trapezoidal in
plan. It is vernacular and lacks the distinctive characteristics of an architectural style. The building is capped by a flat roof that is
sheathed in a composition membrane and spanned by a flat parapet. Exterior walls are clad with stucco.
The primary (south) facade is divided into three storefront bays. The storefront bays are of equal width and have the same general
configuration. The east storefront consists of a single, glazed wood door set in a system of fixed, flush-mounted storefront windows.
Some of the windows are wood framed and appear to be original; others are metal framed and appear to be replacements. The middle
storefront is identical, except for that the door is obscured by a security door. The west storefront is boarded up; its fenestration is not
visible. Security bars are affixed to all of the storefronts. Adjacent to the west storefront is a stair vestibule that leads to the residential
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Common Name:
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard (commercial building)
Commercial Retail
Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
*B5. Architectural Style
Vernacular
*B6.

6Z

Vacant

Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
(see Page 3)

*B7.
*B8.

Moved?

^No

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Front house (2227%-% Sunset Bl); Rear duplex (2229%-% Sunset Bl); Rear house (2229% Sunset Bl);
Stairs; Mature landscaping
B9a. Architect: (None identified)
b. Builder:
Harper Bros.
N/A
*B10. Significance: Theme
Area
N/A
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Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
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(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

Summary Statement of Significance
The commercial building at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state
(California Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ)
listing. Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The Site contains two commercial buildings: 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, which was built in 1922, and 2233-2235 Sunset
Boulevard, which was built in 1931. Both were constructed when a n electric streetcar line ran down Sunset Boulevard, and both were
historically used as retail stores and offices. These buildings’ pedestrian orientation, integral relationship with the street, lack of
accommodations for the automobile, and location along a heavily trafficked streetcar corridor reflects the broad patterns of
neighborhood-oriented commercial development that defined the commercial landscape of Echo Park and other streetcar suburbs in
the early decades of the twentieth century. However, there are numerous examples of streetcar-oriented commercial buildings in the
vicinity, many of which are more articulated and are arguably better representations of these patterns of commercial development.
Moreover, both commercial buildings have been altered, including the application of an incompatible stucco finish and the
replacement of original doors and windows. Due to these alterations, they now read as ubiquitous structures that lack a discernible
sense of time and place.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical commercial retail building.
(continued on page 3)
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2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
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Update

(continuedfrom page 1):

buildings at the rear of the parcel. The stair vestibule also has a security door. The west fagade directly abuts an adjacent commercial
building and is not visible. The east and north fagades are incorporated into the adjacent hillside and are also not visible.

‘B6. Construction History
•

•
•
•

1922.
1930.
1967.
1988.

(continuedfrom page 2):

Original construction of subject building
Plaster applied to exterior walls on the front of the building
Parapet corrections made, presumably for purposes of seismic safety
Permit issued for “full compliance [with] Div. 88,” which appears to be a reference to seismic upgrades

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
Original wall cladding (presumably brick) was replaced with an incompatible stucco finish (1930)
Seismic anchor plates were added to the exterior walls
Some original storefronts were replaced
One storefront was boarded up
Security bars were added to the storefront windows and to the stair vestibule

‘B10. Significance

(continuedfrom page 2):

For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
Research did not uncover any information to indicate that any of the landholders or business owners associated with either of the two
commercial buildings on the Site (2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard and 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard) are historically significant. It is
typical for commercial buildings to be loosely associated with an array of people, as they are generally intended to be quasi-accessible
to the public. However, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that any one of the individuals associated with these buildings is
historically significant in a manner that would merit consideration under this criterion. Absent information toward this end, there is no
evidence to assert that any of the owners, commercial tenants, or their clientele made significant contributions to history.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
style.
Neither of the commercial buildings on the Site, including 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, embodies the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. Both are low-slung commercial retail buildings that date to the pre-World War II period. This type of
development is extremely common in the established neighborhoods of Los Angeles, and especially along the city’s major boulevards
and commercial arteries that once accommodated heavily trafficked streetcar routes.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. It is a typical brick commercial building. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which it was constructed. The building does not have enough articulation to
possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a historic district; the
(continued on page 4)
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buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different scales and
architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and very little
information was found about its builder - Harper Bros. - aside from that they were a Los Angeles-based building contractor. Given
the building’s relatively small scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of association also remains intact but has been
compromised. Due to alterations including the application of an incompatible stucco finish to exterior walls and replacement of
original windows, the building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
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SurveyLA Citywide Historic Context Statement. “Context: Commercial Development 1859-1980, Theme: Neighborhood Commercial
Development 1880-1980.” Aug. 2017.
SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report: Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area.” Prepared by GPA
Consulting, Inc. for the City of Los Angeles. May 2014.
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2227%-% Sunset Boulevard (front house)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:

□

Not for Publication

E

*a. County

Unrestricted

and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
;R
c. Address

2227%-% Sunset Boulevard

City

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

4of

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

mE/

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2227%-% Sunset Boulevard is a two-story residence that was constructed circa 1901. It is located to the rear of the commercial
building at street level, and is visible from the public-right-of-way. The building appears to have been constructed as a single-family
residence but has since been converted into multiple dwelling units. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete
foundation, and is roughly rectangular in plan. It exhibits characteristics of the Queen Anne style. The house is capped by a roof with
intersecting gabled and shed volumes. The roof is sheathed in composition shingles and features open eaves, exposed rafters, and
gable vents. Exterior walls are generally clad in narrow wood shiplap siding; however, wood shingles are applied to the gable ends.
Features on the primary (south) fagade are asymmetrically composed. At the east end of this fagade is an offset, partial-width recessed
porch with a squared wood post support and wood rail. The porch is accessed by a set of wood steps with a wood rail. The porch
provides ingress to two residential units, both of which are boarded up. Since the entrances are boarded up, the doors are not visible.
(continued on page 3)
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□ Sketch Map
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□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record

‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 2 of 7
B1.
B2.
B3.
*B5.
*B6.

*NRHP Status Code

(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2227%-% Sunset Boulevard (front house)
Single-Family Residence_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Original Use:
Queen Anne
Architectural Style

6Z

Historic Name:

B4.

Vacant

Present Use:

Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
(see Page 3)

*B7.

Moved?

^No

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location: ________________________________

Commercial building (2225-2229 Sunset Bl); Rear duplex (2229%-% Sunset Bl); Rear house (2229%
Sunset Bl); Stairs; Mature landscaping
B9a. Architect: (Not determined)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
b. Builder:
(Not determined)
N/A
*B10.
Significance:
Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type:
N/A
Applicable Criteria:
*B8.

Related Features:

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

Summary Statement of Significance
The front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state
(California Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ)
listing. Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

Other fagades read as secondary and are generally less articulated. On these fagades are multiple projecting volumes that appear to be
additions. The side (east) and rear (north) fagades both feature exterior stairs that provide access to upper-story entrances. The stairs
feature metal rails and cantilevered treads that are finished in pebbledash. Each stair landing is surmounted by a shed roof. Like the
primary entrance, doors on these upper-story entrances are also boarded up and are not visible.
All fagades are fenestrated, though most of the windows are boarded up and are not visible. The few windows that have not been
boarded up consist of sliding aluminum windows. In a few instances, small sections of the boarded-up windows could be observed and
also appear to consist of sliding aluminum windows. All windows appear to be installed within wood frames; some have security bars.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):

Circa 1901. Original construction of subject house
1921. Roof raised and modified to provide additional light and air, and to accommodate a sleeping porch
1922. House converted from 3 units to 4 units, requiring the modification of kitchens and bathrooms
1935. Foundation repairs completed
1949. Addition (7’x20’) appended to the rear/north fagade. The Certificate of Occupancy was issued in 1951
2009. Damaged framing members repaired
Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
Multiple additions were appended to the upper story (1921)
Multiple additions were appended to the rear and side fagades (1921, 1949)
Additional entrances were added to the east and north fagades
Exterior stairs were added to the east and north fagades, providing ingress to these additional entrances
Some original windows (presumably wood) were replaced with aluminum windows
Security window bars were added
Doors and windows were boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
The earliest known owner of 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was Mrs. Anna Hunt; the earliest known occupants were Henry Seif, who
resided in the main house, and Thomas F. Hunt, who resided in the rear house at the back of the lot. No information could be found
about Anna Hunt. Seif is identified in city directories as a sanitary inspector for the City Health Office; Hunt is identified in city
directories as a painter. In subsequent years, many individuals moved into and out of these houses, as well as into and out of the rear
duplex that was later added to the property in 1922. Research did not reveal notable information about the lives of these individuals.
Based on what little information was available, they appear to have generally been single renters who were employed in typical
middle-income professions.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
The house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard exhibits characteristics of the Queen Anne style including asymmetrical massing, a steeply
pitched roof, wood clapboard and shingle siding, and narrowly proportioned windows. However, the building has been substantially
altered to the extent to which it can no longer adequately express its association with the style. As enumerated in Section 5.2:
Chronology ofDevelopment and Use, the house has witnessed multiple additions, the addition of doors and exterior staircases, and the
replacement of some, and likely all original windows. Together, these alterations have significantly modified the appearance of the
house. It now reads as an amalgamation of disparate parts, and not as an honest expression of the Queen Anne style.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard, embody the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the
Echo Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary
structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including
2227%-% Sunset Boulevard - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is
nothing particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings
possesses enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to
constitute a historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and
are of different scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual
distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. Its original architect and builder could not be determined. However,
given the building’s relatively vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
(continued on page5)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 4):

development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2227%-% Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting and association are also intact but have been
compromised. Due to alterations including multiple additions, the modification of original fenestration patterns with the insertion of
additional entrances, the addition of multiple exterior stairs, and the replacement of some, and perhaps all windows, the building does
not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
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Image 2. Primary/south and west fagades, view northeast (ARG,

Image 3. North fagade, view southwest (ARG, 2019)
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Image 4. West fagade, view southeast (ARG, 2019)

Image 5. Detail of scalloped wood shingles in gable ends on
primary/south fagade (aRg, 2019)_
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Image 6. Detail of wood porch steps and rail on primary/south

Image 7. North fagade, view southeast. Note addition, exterior stair,

fagade (ARG, 2019)

and upper-story entrance (ARG, 2019)
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‘Required Information

Primary #

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HRI

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial #
_
NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

6Z

Reviewer

Date

Page 1 of 6
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard (rear duplex)
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:
□ Not for Publication
*a. County
Los Angeles
E Unrestricted
and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
4 of Sec
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date _
T
4of
;R

22291/4-1/2 Sunset Boulevard

c. Address

City

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles
mE/

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard is a one-story duplex that was constructed in 1922. It is located in the center of parcel, to the rear of the
Queen Anne house, and is not visible from the public right-of-way. The duplex is a simple, vernacular building that lacks much in the
way of articulation but exhibits some vague references to the Spanish Colonial Revival style. The building is constructed of wood
frame, sits on a concrete foundation, and is rectangular in plan. It is capped by a flat roof and flat parapet. The roof was not visible at
the time of ARG’s site visit but is likely sheathed in a composition membrane. Exterior walls are clad in stucco. Several vents are
punched into the walls slightly below the roof line.
There are two building entrances, one leading to each residential unit. One entrance is located on the east facade; the other is located
on the west facade. Each consists of a small stoop that is approached by concrete steps. The doors are boarded up and are not visible.
All building facades are fenestrated, but the windows are boarded up and are not visible. In a few instances, small sections of the
boarded-up windows could be observed and appear to consist of wood windows. The windows appear to be installed within wood
frames; some have security bars. There are no decorative features on any facade.*
(continued on page 3)

HP3. Multiple Family Property

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
Building
[jStructure

□ Object
Site
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

District

Element of District
dOther (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,
|

date, accession #)
South Facade,
view northwest (ARG, 2019)_
_
_
_
_
_

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
□Prehistoric

Both

1922 (Building permits, Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety)

i

*P7. Owner and Address:

►

Not recorded
■

if

*P8. Recorded by: Name,
affiliation, and address)

I;

i

4
K

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
*P9. Date Recorded:

"3
*

*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

I'W-

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
*Attachments:

NONE

Location Map

□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record

DPR 523A (1/95)

□ Sketch Map

^ Continuation Sheet

Building, Structure & Object Record

□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record

*Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 2 of 6

*NRHP Status Code

B1.
B2.
B3.

Present Use:

Historic Name:
(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard (rear duplex)
Common Name:
Multi-family residence_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ B4.
Original Use:
Vernacular
*B5. Architectural Style
*B6.

6Z

Vacant

Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
(see Page 3)

*B7.
*B8.

Moved?
^No
Related Features:

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location: __________________________

Commercial building (2225-2229 Sunset Bl); Front house (2227/-/ Sunset Bl); Rear house (2229/
Sunset Bl); Stairs; Mature landscaping
B9a. Architect: (None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
b. Builder: Harper Bros.
N/A
*B10. Significance: Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria: N/A
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

Summary Statement of Significance
The rear duplex at 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state
(California Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ)
listing. Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227/-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229/
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231/ Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)

B11.

Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

*B12.

References:

(see Page 5)
(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)

B13.
*B14.

Remarks:
Evaluator:

*Date of Evaluation:

r:

fi

9

* i

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
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*Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

CONTINUATION SHEET
Page

3 of 6
‘Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

Recorded By:

Architectural Resources Group

Date:

2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

*P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. Landscaping is confined to the rear
(residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG’s site visit was very dense. Hardscape features include the
aforementioned stair vestibule that provides access to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; a narrow concrete footpath,
periodically punctuated by concrete steps, that spans the east lot line and provides access to the duplex and ancillary residence; a
concrete footpath that spans the south facade of the duplex; and brick planters and buffer walls.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):
•

•
•

1922. Original construction of the subject building
1935. Foundation repairs completed
2009. Damaged framing members replaces

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
•
•

Security window bars were added
Doors and window were boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling following its residential conversion.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
The earliest known owner of 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was Mrs. Anna Hunt; the earliest known occupants were Henry Seif, who
resided in the main house, and Thomas F. Hunt, who resided in the rear house at the back of the lot. No information could be found
about Anna Hunt. Seif is identified in city directories as a sanitary inspector for the City Health Office; Hunt is identified in city
directories as a painter. In subsequent years, many individuals moved into and out of these houses, as well as into and out of the rear
duplex that was later added to the property in 1922 by then-owner A.W. Healey. Research did not reveal notable information about the
lives of these individuals. Based on what little information was available, they appear to have generally been single renters who were
employed in typical middle-income professions.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
(continued on page 4)
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‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

CONTINUATION SHEET
Page

4 of 6
‘Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

Recorded By:

Architectural Resources Group

Date:

2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
style.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard, embody the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the
Echo Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary
structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including
2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is
nothing particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings
possesses enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to
constitute a historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and
are of different scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual
distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and very little
information was found about its builder - Harper Bros. - aside from that they were a Los Angeles-based building contractor. Given
the building’s relatively small scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard retains all aspects of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
However, it does not meet any eligibility criteria.
DPR 523L (1/95)

‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

CONTINUATION SHEET
Page

5 of 6
‘Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

Recorded By:

Architectural Resources Group

Date:

2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

‘B12. References (continuedfrom page 2):

Ancestry.com (various databases). Accessed Apr. 2020, https://www.ancestry.com/
'Building Permits.” Los Angeles Evening Express. Oct. 25, 1901.
California Code of Regulations, California Register of Historical Resources (Title 14, Chapter 11.5), Section 4852 (c).
California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #5: California Register ofHistorical Resources, The Listing
Process. Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, n.d.
California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #6: California Register and National Register: A Comparison.
Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, 2001.
City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (Chapter 9, Section 22.171).
Deed to Property.” Los Angeles Times. Mar. 15, 1902.
Echo Park Historical Society. “History and Landmarks.” Accessed Apr. 2020, http://historicechopark.org/historv-landmarks/
Los Angeles City Directories (various dates). Accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library,
https://rescarta.lapl.org/ResCarta-Web/isp/RcWebBrowseCollections.isp
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. Tract Maps. Accessed Apr. 2020, https://dpw.lacounty.gov/smpm/landrecords/
Los Angeles County Office of the Assessor. Property assessment data and maps. Accessed Apr. 2020,
https://portal.assessor.lacounty.gov/
McAlester, Virginia, and Lee McAlester. A Field Guide to American Houses. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2009.
National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the

Interior, 1990 (rev. 1991, 1995, 1997, 2001, 2002).
Sanborn Map Company. Sanborn Fire Insurance Map: Los Angeles, California (various dates). New York: Sanborn Company.
Accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library, http://www.lapl.org/collections-resources/research-andhomework#S
SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report: Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area.” Prepared by GPA
Consulting, Inc. for the City of Los Angeles. May 2014.
U.S. Department of the Interior. National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.
Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1990, revised 1997.
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Register Bulletin 16A: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form.
Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1997.
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‘Required Information

Primary #

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HRI

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial #
_
NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of

6Z

Reviewer

Date

7
2229% Sunset Boulevard (rear house)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:

□

Not for Publication

E

Unrestricted

*a. County

and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
;R
c. Address

City

2229% Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

4of

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

mE/

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2229% Sunset Boulevard is a one-story ancillary residence that was constructed circa 1901. It is located at the rear of the parcel and is
not visible from the public-right-of-way. The ancillary residence is a small building with a compact, rectangular footprint. It is
designed in a vernacular dialect of the Late Victorian-era styles that were popular at its time of construction. The building is
constructed of wood frame and sits on a concrete foundation. The building is capped by a steeply pitched gabled roof with
composition shingles and shallow eaves. Exterior walls are clad in wood shingles and wood tongue-and-groove siding.
The primary facade faces south. This facade is dominated by an addition that projects from the building and appears to have taken the
place of an original porch. This addition is clad in various types of wood siding. The primary entrance is set within this addition, and
consists of an elevated stoop that is approached by a set of wood stairs with a wood rail. The door is boarded up and is not visible. The
west fagade is also visible; the north and east facades abut the parcel lines and are not visible. The two visible (south, west) facades are
fenestrated, but all of the windows are boarded up and are not visible. Most have security bars and appear to be set within original
openings. There are no decorative details of note.*
(continued on page 3)

HP3. Multiple Family Property

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

*P4. Resources Present:
Building
[jStructure
□ Object
Site
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

District

Element of District
dOther (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,
date, accession #)
Primary/south
facade, view northeast (ARG, 2019)

»,«r rl

W/7t

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
□Prehistoric
Both

V.CV

Circa 1901 (visual estimate, Sanborn
maps, city directories)

Pfi.

w- i

•>

*P7. Owner and Address:

Not recorded

*P8. Recorded by: Name,

>•1

affiliation, and address)

tj

r-

5*

Lr,

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
*P9. Date Recorded:

q
i1

*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
*Attachments:

NONE

Location Map

□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
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□ Sketch Map

^ Continuation Sheet

Building, Structure & Object Record

□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record

‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
2 of 7
*NRHP Status Code 6Z
Historic Name:
(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2229% Sunset Boulevard (rear house)
Single-family residence_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
Vacant
*B5.
Architectural Style
Vernacular
*B6.
Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
Page

B1.
B2.
B3.

(see Page 3)
*B7.

Moved?

^No

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location: ___________________________________

Commercial building (2225-2229 Sunset Bl); Main house (2227/-% Sunset Bl); Rear duplex (2229/-/
Sunset Bl); Stairs; Mature landscaping
B9a. Architect: (None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
b. Builder:
(None identified)
N/A
*B10.
Significance:
Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria:
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)
*B8.

Related Features:

Summary Statement of Significance
The rear house at 2229% Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227/-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231/ Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229/-/ Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. Landscaping is confined to the rear
(residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG’s site visit was very dense. Hardscape features include the
aforementioned stair vestibule that provides access to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; a narrow concrete footpath,
periodically punctuated by concrete steps, that spans the east lot line and provides access to the duplex and ancillary residence; a
concrete footpath that spans the south facade of the duplex; and brick planters and buffer walls.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):

Circa 1901. Original construction of subject house
1915. Modifications made to screen porches
1935. Foundation repairs completed
1986. Security window bars added to the building
2009. Damaged framing members replaced
Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
An addition was appended to the primary/south facade, enclosing what appears to have been the original porch/entrance
The porch and entrance were reconfigured to accommodate the addition; this includes the addition of a new door, stoop, and
steps with metal rail
Wall cladding around the base of the building was modified
Security window bars were added (1986)
Doors and windows were boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling following its residential conversion.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

The earliest known owner of 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard was Mrs. Anna Hunt; the earliest known occupants were Henry Seif, who
resided in the main house, and Thomas F. Hunt, who resided in the rear house at the back of the lot. No information could be found
about Anna Hunt. Seif is identified in city directories as a sanitary inspector for the City Health Office; Hunt is identified in city
directories as a painter. In subsequent years, many individuals moved into and out of these houses, as well as into and out of the rear
duplex that was later added to the property in 1922. Research did not reveal notable information about the lives of these individuals.
Based on what little information was available, they appear to have generally been single renters who were employed in typical
middle-income professions.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2229% Sunset Boulevard is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
style. It loosely embodies some characteristics of Late Victorian-era styles that were popular at its time of construction, but does not
possess enough characteristics to be associated with any one of these styles in particular.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2229% Sunset Boulevard, embody the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the
Echo Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary
structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including
2229% Sunset Boulevard - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is
nothing particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings
possesses enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to
constitute a historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and
are of different scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual
distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. Its original architect and builder could not be determined. However,
given the building’s relatively vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
(continued on page5)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 4):

houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2229% Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting and association are also intact but have been
compromised. Due to alterations including a prominent front addition, reconfiguration of the porch, and the introduction of
incompatible wall cladding materials, the building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
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2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard (commercial building)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:
and (P2c, P2e,

□

Not for Publication

E

*a. County

Unrestricted

Los Angeles

and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)

*b. USGS 7.5' Quad

Date __

T

*P3a. Description:

4 of Sec

4of

;R

c. Address
2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard
City Los Angeles
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

B.M.

Zip
mE/

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

The commercial building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard, which is located at the front of the parcel, was constructed in 1931. It is a
one-story retail building that is set flush with the sidewalk and has frontage on Sunset Boulevard. The building is constructed of brick,
sits on a concrete foundation, and is rectangular in plan. It is architecturally vernacular and lacks the distinctive characteristics of a
particular style. The building is capped by a flat roof that is sheathed in a composition membrane and spanned by a flat parapet. Two
skylights with wired safety glass are incorporated into the roof. Exterior walls are clad with stucco. Though it has the same facade
treatment as the adjacent commercial building to the east, this building is a separate structure with a different development history.
The primary (south) facade is divided into two storefront bays. The storefront bays are of roughly equal width. Each storefront
consists of a single door flanked by a single metal storefront window. The doors and windows are obscured by metal security doors
and security bars, respectively. The east storefront is surmounted by a fabric awning and has a wall-mounted, backlit plastic sign that
reads “MARKET DELMY/ FRUTAS Y VERDURAS.” The west storefront features painted signage that reads “TeMpLE OF
(continued on page 3)

(List attributes and codes)
HP6. 1-3 Story Commercial Building
^Building
□Structure □ Object
DSite
□ District
□ Element of District OOther (Isolates, etc.):
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,
date, accession #)
Primary/south
■v
facade, view northeast (ARG, 2019)

*P3b. Resource Attributes:
*P4. Resources Present:

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic

L -

□Prehistoric
Both
1931 (Los Angeles County Office of
the Assessor)
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*P7. Owner and Address:

- i

Not recorded
V

j\

*P8. Recorded by: Name,

rr

V w-

affiliation, and address)

'iff

jl
1

III
M

IT

l

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
*P9. Date Recorded:
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

.Mi,

Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
*Attachments:
NONE
Location Map
□ Sketch Map
^ Continuation Sheet
Building, Structure & Object Record
□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□Rock Art Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
□ Other (List) _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
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2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard (commercial building)
Common Name:
Commercial Retail
Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
Vacant
*B5.
Architectural Style
Vernacular
*B6.
Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
Page

B1.
B2.
B3.

(see Page 3)
*B7.

Moved?

*B8.

Related Features:

^No

B9a.

Architect:

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Main house (2231 Sunset Bl); Rear house (2231/ Sunset Bl); Stairs; Mature landscaping

b. Builder:
J.A. Miller
N/A
Area
N/A
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria:
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

*B10.

H.S. Webster

Significance:

Theme

Summary Statement of Significance
The commercial building at 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state
(California Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ)
listing. Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The Site contains two commercial buildings: 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, which was built in 1922, and 2233-2235 Sunset
Boulevard, which was built in 1931. Both were constructed when a n electric streetcar line ran down Sunset Boulevard, and both were
historically used as retail stores and offices. These buildings’ pedestrian orientation, integral relationship with the street, lack of
accommodations for the automobile, and location along a heavily trafficked streetcar corridor reflects the broad patterns of
neighborhood-oriented commercial development that defined the commercial landscape of Echo Park and other streetcar suburbs in
the early decades of the twentieth century. However, there are numerous examples of streetcar-oriented commercial buildings in the
vicinity, many of which are more articulated and are arguably better representations of these patterns of commercial development.
Moreover, both commercial buildings have been altered, including the application of an incompatible stucco finish and the
replacement of all original doors and windows. Due to these alterations, they now read as ubiquitous structures that lack a discernible
sense of time and place.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical commercial retail building.
(continued on page 3)

B11.

Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

*B12.

References:

(see Page 5)

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)
/
B13.
*B14.

Remarks:

/

Evaluator:

‘Date of Evaluation:

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

INTUITION” and painted, stylized arrows. The west facade features a single blind opening that is framed by a simple wood surround.
The east facade directly abuts an adjacent commercial building and is not visible. The north facade is incorporated into the adjacent
hillside and is also not visible.
The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. There is also a small yard in the space
between the house and ancillary residence. Apart from a single tree planted in the parkway space along Sunset Boulevard, landscaping
is confined to the rear (residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG’s site visit was dense. Hardscape features include a
set of concrete steps that flanks the west lot line and provides access to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; past the
house, the steps transition into a concrete footpath that leads to the ancillary residence at the rear of the property. The north and west
lot lines are framed by wood fences.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):

1931.
1932.
1938.
1961.
1967.
1968.
1988.

Original construction of subject building
Reinforced concrete details added to the building while it was still under construction
Two awnings added to the store building
Structural repairs were completed, likely to remediate termite damage
Occupancy changed from G-1 (store) to G-2 (food market)
Two new awnings added to the store building
Permit issued for “full compliance [with] Div. 88,” which appears to be a reference to seismic upgrades

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. They were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
Original wall cladding (presumably brick) was replaced with an incompatible stucco finish
Seismic anchor plates were added to the exterior walls
Original doors were replaced
Original windows were replaced
Awnings and signage were added to the primary/south facade

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
Research did not uncover any information to indicate that any of the landholders or business owners associated with either of the two
commercial buildings on the Site (2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard and 2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard) are historically significant. It is
typical for commercial buildings to be loosely associated with an array of people, as they are generally intended to be quasi-accessible
to the public. However, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that any one of the individuals associated with these buildings is
historically significant in a manner that would merit consideration under this criterion. Absent information toward this end, there is no
evidence to assert that any of the owners, commercial tenants, or their clientele made significant contributions to history.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
style.
Neither of the commercial buildings on the Site, including 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, embodies the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. Both are low-slung commercial retail buildings that date to the pre-World War II period. This type of
development is extremely common in the established neighborhoods of Los Angeles, and especially along the city’s major boulevards
and commercial arteries that once accommodated heavily trafficked streetcar routes.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. It is a typical brick commercial building. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which it was constructed. The building does not have enough articulation to
possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a historic district; the
buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different scales and
architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit identified the architect as H.S. Webster, and
the builder as J.A. Miller. Research did not uncover any information about the life or career of Webster or Miller to indicate that they
made contributions to their respective fields that would render them masters.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2233-2235 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of association also remains intact but has been
compromised. Due to alterations including the application of an incompatible stucco finish to exterior walls and replacement of
original windows, the building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
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California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #5: California Register ofHistorical Resources, The Listing
Process. Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, n.d.
California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #6: California Register and National Register: A Comparison.
Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, 2001.
City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (Chapter 9, Section 22.171).
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SurveyLA Citywide Historic Context Statement. “Context: Commercial Development 1859-1980, Theme: Neighborhood Commercial
Development 1880-1980.” Aug. 2017.
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Consulting, Inc. for the City of Los Angeles. May 2014.
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_
NRHP Status Code
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Review Code
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Reviewer
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Page 1 of 7

2231 Sunset Boulevard (front house)

‘Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)

P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:
□
Not for Publication
E
Unrestricted
and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
‘b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
;R
c. Address

City

2231 Sunset Boulevard

*a. County

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

4of

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles
mE/

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

‘P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2231 Sunset Boulevard is a one-and-a-half story residence that was constructed in 1909. The house sits atop an elevated basement.
Given the slope of the lot on which it sits, the house is perched above the commercial building that is located below at street level, and
is visible from the public-right-of-way. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete foundation, and is roughly
rectangular in plan. It exhibits characteristics of the Craftsman style. The house is capped by a gabled roof with composition shingles
and open eaves. Consistent with the Craftsman style the roof features open eaves, bargeboards, exposed rafters, exposed purlins, and
knee brackets. Decorative pierced screens are incorporated into the gable ends. Exterior walls are clad in wood shiplap siding.
Features on the primary (south) facade are asymmetrically composed. At the east end of this facade is an offset, partial-width porch
with squared wood post supports and a wood rail that appears to have been augmented. The porch is accessed from the side by a set of
wood steps with a wood rail; the steps are surmounted by a corrugated metal canopy structure. The porch serves as the primary point
of ingress to the house. Set within the porch is a single door that has been boarded up and is not visible. On either side of the entry
door is a set of windows, which have also been boarded up and are also obscured by security bars. One is partially visible and appears
to consist of sliding aluminum windows.
(continued on page 3)

‘P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
^Building
□Structure

HP2. Single-Family Property

□ Object
DSite
□District
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

□ Element of District
nother (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,

.

date, accession #)
Primary/south
facade, view northwest (ARG, 2019)
‘P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
□Prehistoric
Both

1909 (Building permits, Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety)
‘P7. Owner and Address:

Not recorded
h

■^rrr ir
(7

'' I
t 1ri

ra

-

!i!:[|.L-

‘P8. Recorded by: Name,

a

L:v«

■

affiliation, and address)

\-

■■ }
l

A

**

‘P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

- • *r‘~

V

A

&

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
‘P9. Date Recorded:

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

‘P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
‘Attachments:

NONE

Location Map

□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
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□ Sketch Map

^ Continuation Sheet

Building, Structure & Object Record

□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record

‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
2 of 7
*NRHP Status Code 6Z
Historic Name:
(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2231 Sunset Boulevard (front house)
Single-family residence_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
Vacant
*B5.
Architectural Style
Craftsman
*B6.
Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
Page

B1.
B2.
B3.

(see Page 3)
*B7.

Moved?

*B8.

Related Features:

^No

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Commercial building (2231-2235 Sunset Bl); Rear house (2233 Z Sunset Bl); Stairs; Mature

landscaping
Architect: (None identified)
b. Builder:
D.R. McClure
N/A
*B10.
Significance:
Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria:
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)
B9a.

Summary Statement of Significance
The front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227/-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231Z Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229/-Z Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229/-Z Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)

B11.

Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

*B12.

References:

(see Page 6)

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)

B13.

Remarks:

*B14.

Evaluator:

‘Date of Evaluation:

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012

i

■■..

5/15/2020

(This space reserved for official comments.)
r” * fcUi**'1

N

ARG, 2020
Base map source: ESRI World Topo Map
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

There is a second entrance on the west facade. It is approached by a double set of steps with cantilevered treads and a metal rail. The
treads are finished in pebbledash. At the stair landing is a single door that is boarded up Other features on the west facade consist of
windows that have also been boarded up. These windows appear to be set within their original wood frames, and most have metal
security bars. Since they have been boarded up, neither the door nor windows on this facade are visible.
The north and east facades are less articulated. Features on these facades are limited to windows, most of which have been boarded up.
All of the windows have security bars. Most are set behind the boards and are not visible; however, the north and east facade each has
one visible wood hopper window.
The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. There is also a small yard in the space
between the house and ancillary residence. Apart from a single tree planted in the parkway space along Sunset Boulevard, landscaping
is confined to the rear (residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG’s site visit was dense. Hardscape features include a
set of concrete steps that flanks the west lot line and provides access to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; past the
house, the steps transition into a concrete footpath that leads to the ancillary residence at the rear of the property. The north and west
lot lines are framed by wood fences.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):
•

1909. Original construction of subject building

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. They were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
•
•
•
•

The stoop leading to the west entrance was modified, including the addition of non-original aggregate steps and a metal rail
Minor modifications were made to the porch, including augmentation of the original porch rail and the addition of an awning
over the porch steps
Security window bars were added
Doors and windows were boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
The earliest known residents of 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard were Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, both Hungarian immigrants, who are
occupied the rear house at the back of the lot beginning in 1904, built the main house in 1909, and resided at the property until circa
1912. Stefan Zacsek is identified in city directories as a janitor and machinist; Teresa is identified as a bookkeeper. Following the
Zacseks’ departure, numerous individuals moved into and out of these houses, many of whom appear to have been renters. Among the
longest-term residents of the property were Morris and Tillie Morse. The Morses resided in the main house from the 1930s until at
least the 1960s, and permit records indicate that they owned the property during this time. The Morses commissioned the construction
of the commercial building at street level, where they operated a liquor store. Numerous other tenants have been associated with both
the main house and the rear house over time. Research did not reveal any notable information about the lives of these individuals. Like
the adjacent property at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, those who resided in the two residential buildings on this parcel appear to have
largely been working-class and middle-income renters employed in common professions. No information was uncovered to indicate
that any one of them made notable contributions to history.
Between circa 1904 and circa 1912, Anna Zacsek, the daughter of Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, lived in the residences at 2231 and
2231% Sunset Boulevard. She was a child at this time. Anna Zacsek, who later changed her name to Olga Grey, enjoyed a long and
varied career during her adult life. She worked as a silent movie actress, dabbled in theater, and later became an accomplished attorney
who specialized in cases involving civil rights. While Zacsek found success in each of these fields, there is insufficient evidence to
demonstrate that her contributions to any one of these vocations merits recognition as a historic individual in the spirit of this criterion.
Moreover, Zacsek resided in this house during her childhood years, well before she made any inroads in the above-listed professions.
She did not appear in her first film until 1915 - at which point she and her family had moved away from the subject property - and
was not admitted to the California bar until many years after that, in 1932. These same points are emphasized in the 2011 OHR staff
report that was prepared in response to the HCM nomination for 2231% Sunset Boulevard;, the staff report concludes that “it is
uncertain whether her contributions to each field enable her to rise to the level of a historic personage under the Cultural Heritage
Ordinance criteria. Nonetheless, the subject building itself is only associated with Zacsek’s early life, from the ages of 6-14, and
therefore cannot be sufficiently associated with her productive life.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2231 Sunset Boulevard exhibits some characteristics of the Craftsman style including a gabled roof, overhanging eaves, and broad
entry porch. However, the house reads as a simplified and vernacular interpretations of the style, and is generally lacking in the level
of articulation needed to render it an excellent example of the Craftsman style. The house does not read as a particularly profound
architectural statement; rather, it is demonstrative of how basic elements of popular architectural styles, including the Craftsman style,
were pared down and transposed to a vernacular context and the design of everyday suburban dwellings.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2231 Sunset Boulevard, embody the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the
Echo Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary
structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including 2231
Sunset Boulevard - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings possesses
enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a
historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different
scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
(continued on page 5)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 4):

The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and very little
information was found about its builder - D.R. McClure - aside from that they were a Los Angeles-based building contractor. Given
the building’s relatively small scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2231 Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location and design. Its integrity of setting, materials, feeling, and association also remain
intact but have been compromised. However, the building does not meet eligibility criteria.
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Image 2. North facade, view southeast (ARG, 2019)

Image 3. East facade, view southwest (ARG, 2019)
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Image 4. Primary/south facade, detail of porch, view west (ARG,

Image 5. West facade, view southwest. Note stairs with aggregate
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treads and metal rail (ARG, 2019)
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Page 1 of 7
*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 2231/ Sunset Boulevard
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:
□ Not for Publication
*a. County
Los Angeles
E Unrestricted
and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
4 of Sec
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
4of
;R
c. Address 2231/2 Sunset Boulevard
City Los Angeles
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone
mE/
APN: 5402-031-026
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

B.M.

Zip
mN

90026

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)
2231/ Sunset Boulevard is a one-story ancillary residence that was constructed circa 1904. It is located at the rear of the parcel is not
publicly visible. It is a small building with a compact, rectangular footprint. It is designed in a vernacular dialect of the Late Victorianera styles that were popular at its time of construction. The building is constructed of wood frame and sits on a concrete foundation. It
is capped by a steeply pitched gabled roof with composition shingles and shallow eaves. A gabled dormer is incorporated into the
primary (south) facade of the roof structure. Exterior walls are clad in a combination of wood shingles and vertical wood siding.
The primary facade faces south. This facade features a partial-width projecting porch that is capped by a shed roof with cresting. The
porch is supported by a set of wood steps with a wood handrail, is supported by squared wood posts, and is enclosed by a wood rail.
The porch functions as the primary point of ingress to the house. Set within the porch is a single door that is boarded up and is
therefore not visible. At the far west end of the primary facade is a second entrance that is set back within a recessed volume. This
entrance consists of a stoop that is surmounted by a bracketed hood and approached by wood steps. It, too, features a single wood door
that is boarded up and is not visible.
(continued on page 3)
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*Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 2 of 7

*NRHP Status Code

B1.
B2.
B3.

Historic Name: (None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2231/ Sunset Boulevard
Single-family residence
Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
*B5. Architectural Style
Vernacular
*B6.
Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)

6Z

Vacant

(see Page 3)

*B7.
*B8.

Moved?
^No
Related Features:

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Commercial building (2233-2235 Sunset Bl); Front house (2231Sunset Bl); stairs; mature landscaping

b. Builder:
Stefan Zacsek
N/A
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria: N/A
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

B9a.

Architect:

(None identified)

N/A
*B10. Significance: Theme
N/A
Period of Significance:

Area

Summary Statement of Significance
The rear house at 2231/ Sunset Boulevard does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231/ Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-/ Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-/ Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)
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(see Page 6)

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)
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>

*B14.
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

CONTINUATION SHEET
Page 3 of 7
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Date:

Architectural Resources Group

*P3a. Description

2231 / Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

(continuedfrom page 1):

The east facade is also visible; however, the north and west facades abut the parcel lines and are not visible. There is a small bumpout
on the north facade that appears to be a later addition. The two visible (south, east) facades are fenestrated, but all of the windows are
boarded up and are not visible. Given its simple, vernacular character the building does not have any decorative features of note.
The parcel is extensively landscaped with a variety of mature trees, shrubs, and groundcover. There is also a small yard in the space
between the house and ancillary residence. Apart from a single tree planted in the parkway space along Sunset Boulevard, landscaping
is confined to the rear (residential) portion of the property, and at the time of ARG’s site visit was dense. Hardscape features include a
set of concrete steps that flanks the west lot line and provides access to the residential buildings from Sunset Boulevard; past the
house, the steps transition into a concrete footpath that leads to the ancillary residence at the rear of the property. The north and west
lot lines are framed by wood fences.

‘B6. Construction History
•

•

(continuedfrom page 2):

Circa 1904. Original construction of subject building
1911. Addition appended to the rear/north facade

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
Modifications were made to the porch
A second entrance, comprising a stoop and door, was added to the primary/south facade
An addition was appended to the rear/north facade (1911)
Original windows were replaced
Doors and windows were boarded up

‘B10. Significance

(continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance

2231 / Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

(continuedfrom page 3):

The earliest known residents of 2231-2235 Sunset Boulevard were Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, both Hungarian immigrants, who are
occupied the rear house at the back of the lot beginning in 1904, built the main house in 1909, and resided at the property until circa
1912. Stefan Zacsek is identified in city directories as a janitor and machinist; Teresa is identified as a bookkeeper. Following the
Zacseks’ departure, numerous individuals moved into and out of these houses, many of whom appear to have been renters. Among the
longest-term residents of the property were Morris and Tillie Morse. The Morses resided in the main house from the 1930s until at
least the 1960s, and permit records indicate that they owned the property during this time. The Morses commissioned the construction
of the commercial building at street level, where they operated a liquor store. Numerous other tenants have been associated with both
the main house and the rear house over time. Research did not reveal any notable information about the lives of these individuals. Like
the adjacent property at 2225-2229 Sunset Boulevard, those who resided in the two residential buildings on this parcel appear to have
largely been working-class and middle-income renters employed in common professions. No information was uncovered to indicate
that any one of them made notable contributions to history.
Between circa 1904 and circa 1912, Anna Zacsek, the daughter of Stefan and Teresa Zacsek, lived in the residences at 2231 and
2231/ Sunset Boulevard. She was a child at this time. Anna Zacsek, who later changed her name to Olga Grey, enjoyed a long and
varied career during her adult life. She worked as a silent movie actress, dabbled in theater, and later became an accomplished attorney
who specialized in cases involving civil rights. While Zacsek found success in each of these fields, there is insufficient evidence to
demonstrate that her contributions to any one of these vocations merits recognition as a historic individual in the spirit of this criterion.
Moreover, Zacsek resided in this house during her childhood years, well before she made any inroads in the above-listed professions.
She did not appear in her first film until 1915 - at which point she and her family had moved away from the subject property - and
was not admitted to the California bar until many years after that, in 1932. These same points are emphasized in the 2011 OHR staff
report that was prepared in response to the HCM nomination for 2231/ Sunset Boulevard;, the staff report concludes that “it is
uncertain whether her contributions to each field enable her to rise to the level of a historic personage under the Cultural Heritage
Ordinance criteria. Nonetheless, the subject building itself is only associated with Zacsek’s early life, from the ages of 6-14, and
therefore cannot be sufficiently associated with her productive life.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2231 / Sunset Boulevard is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
style. It loosely embodies some characteristics of Late Victorian-era styles that were popular at its time of construction, but does not
possess enough characteristics to be associated with any one of these styles in particular.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2231/ Sunset Boulevard, embody the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the
Echo Park community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary
structures, and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including
2231/ Sunset Boulevard - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is
nothing particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings
possesses enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to
constitute a historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and
are of different scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual
distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. Its original architect and builder could not be determined. However,
given the building’s relatively vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural
periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
(continued on page 5)
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‘B10. Significance

2231/ Sunset Boulevard
5/15/2020
Continuation

Update

(continuedfrom page 4):

National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2231 / Sunset Boulevard retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting and association also remain intact but have been
compromised. Due to alterations including the addition of a second entrance comprising a stoop and door, modification of the porch,
replacement of original windows, and construction of a rear addition, the building does not retain integrity of design, materials,
workmanship, or feeling.
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2216 Elsinore Street (rear house)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:

□

Not for Publication

E

*a. County

Unrestricted

and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad _____________ Date
T
;R
c. Address

City

2216 Elsinore Street

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

4of

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

mE/

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2216 Elsinore Street is a rear house that is located to the rear of the main house at 2218 Elsinore Street. This building is set back on
the property and is not visible from the public-right-of-way. It is one story in height. The building was constructed in 1919 as a
detached garage serving the main house, but was converted into a rear dwelling in 1932. The building is constructed of wood frame,
sits on a concrete foundation, and is generally rectangular in plan. It lacks the characteristics of any architectural style. The building is
capped by a roof with gabled, shed, and flat volumes. Visible roof volumes are sheathed in composition shingles. The pitched volumes
have bargeboards and projecting eaves; the flat volumes are spanned by parapets. Exterior walls are clad with wood shiplap siding.
Ingress is provided via the south facade, and consists of a partial-width projecting porch that is set beneath a shed roof projection. The
porch is supported by squared wood posts and framed by a wood balustrade. It is accessed by a set of concrete steps with a metal
handrail. Set within the porch is a single door that has been boarded up and is not visible. On all facades, windows have been boarded
up and are also not visible. Given the building’s stylistic simplicity, there are no decorative details of note.

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

HP2. Single-Family Property; HP4. Ancillary Building

*P4. Resources Present:
Building
[jStructure
□ Object
Site
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

District

Element of District
dOther (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,

ii
•t.

;

,

date, accession #)
West facade,
view northeast (ARG, 2019)_
_
_
_
_
_

t*.

"V

ft

k

1919 (Building permits, Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety)

: i!

v-

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
□Prehistoric
Both

~~ tj

*P7. Owner and Address:

1

Not recorded
um

1

%
*P8. Recorded by: Name,

%

affiliation, and address)
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.

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
*P9. Date Recorded:

'-\A7 >'■ 2;

■

*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
*Attachments:

NONE

Location Map

□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
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□ Sketch Map

^ Continuation Sheet

Building, Structure & Object Record

□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record

‘Required Information

State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
2 of 6
*NRHP Status Code 6Z
Historic Name:
(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2216 Elsinore Street (rear house)
Original Use:
Garage; Single-Family Residence
B4.
Present Use:
Vacant
*B5.
Architectural Style
Vernacular
*B6.
Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
Page

B1.
B2.
B3.

(see Page 3)
*B7.

Moved?

*B8.

Related Features:

B9a.

Architect:

^No

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Main house (2218 Elsinore St); Detached garage; Storage shed; Driveway; Mature landscaping

(None identified)
b. Builder:
W.H. and Augusta Joerndt
N/A
Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria:
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

*B10.

Significance:

Summary Statement of Significance
The rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.

(continued on page 3)

B11.

Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

*B12.

References:

(see Page 5)

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)
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*B14.
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‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):
•

•

1919. Original construction of subject building; it was built as a detached garage
1932. Garage converted into a rear dwelling unit; additions appended to the west and south facades

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
•
•

The building, originally a detached garage, was converted into a residence. This entailed the construction of additions to the
south and west facades, and the insertion of new door and window openings (1932)
Doors and windows have been boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling following its residential conversion.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
The earliest known residents of 2216-2218 Elsinore Street were sisters Katherine MacGregor, a nurse, and Maribel MacGregor, a
stenographer. The MacGregors lived in the main house between 1906 and 1917 and rented some of the rooms to boarders, largely
single professional women. William Joerndt, a machinist, lived in the house for an extended period, between 1917 and the early
1940s. Joerndt constructed all of the additional buildings on the property, including the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street. It is
common for residential properties to have a succession of owners and tenants over the course of their history, and the subject house is
no exception. All of the above-listed individuals appear to have been typical residents employed in a variety of common vocations.
Research did not reveal any information about the lives of these individuals, or indicate that they made notable contributions to history
that merit recognition.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2216 Elsinore Street is designed in a vernacular idiom and does not embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural style.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2216 Elsinore Street, embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the Echo Park
community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary structures,
and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including 2216
Elsinore Street - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings possesses
enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a
historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different
scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and also
identified the builder as the property owner, William Joerndt, suggesting that he erected the structure himself and did not enlist the
services of a professional. Joerndt is also identified as the builder for the residential conversion in 1932. Given the building’s small
scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any architectural periodicals or trade journals it
seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2216 Elsinore Street does not retain any aspects of integrity. It was constructed as a garage but was converted into a residence; its
original use does not remain legible. It has also been extensively altered as a result of its conversion from a garage to a residence;
alterations include the construction of multiple additions and the insertion of new door and window openings.
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Reviewer

Date

7
2218 Elsinore Street (front house)

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
P1. Other Identifier:

*P2. Location:
□
Not for Publication
E
Unrestricted
and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
;R
c. Address

2218 Elsinore Street

City

*a. County

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

4of

B.M.

Zip

Los Angeles
mE/

d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-026

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

2218 Elsinore Street is a two-story single-family residence that was built in 1906. The house is set back from the public right-of-way
and is located at the front of the parcel. It is constructed of wood frame, sits on a concrete foundation, and is generally rectangular in
plan. Architecturally, the house is most closely aligned with the Craftsman style, though it is a transitional example of the style and
also exhibits elements of the Late Victorian era styles that preceded the Arts and Crafts movement. The house is capped by a steeply
pitched gabled roof with composition shingles, bargeboards, open eaves, and exposed rafters. The bargeboards feature notching at the
ends. The roof features a large central dormer, and is pierced by an exterior brick chimney that appears to have been truncated.
Exterior walls are clad in asbestos siding.
The primary facade faces north, toward Elsinore Street, and is generally symmetrical. This facade is spanned by a full-width recessed
porch that is supported by wood posts and framed by a low wood wall clad in asbestos siding. Set within the porch is the main
entrance to the house, which consists of a single door that has been boarded up and is not visible. On either side of the door are
window openings, which have also been boarded up and are largely not visible; however, small portions of these windows that do
(continued on page 3)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
Building
[jStructure

HP2. Single-Family Property

□ Object
Site
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

District

□ Element of District QOther (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,
date, accession #)
Primary (north)
facade, view southwest (ARG, 2019)

S''*

1
*

:

*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
□Prehistoric

Both

1906 (Los Angeles County Office of
the Assessor)

k

*P7. Owner and Address:

Not recorded
Civ
*P8. Recorded by: Name,
affiliation, and address)

I '

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
*P9. Date Recorded:
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive
□ Reconnaissance

Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")

*Attachments:

NONE

Location Map

□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
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□ Sketch Map

^ Continuation Sheet

Building, Structure & Object Record

□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□ Other (List) _________________________________________

□Rock Art Record
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State of California— The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #

HRI

BUILDING, STRUCTURE AND OBJECT RECORD
2 of 7
Historic Name:
(None identified)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Common Name:
2218 Elsinore Street (front house)
Single-family residence_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Original Use:
*B5.
Architectural Style
Craftsman
Page

*NRHP Status Code

B1.
B2.
B3.

*B6.

B4.

Present Use:

6Z

Vacant

Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
(see Page 3)

*B7.

Moved?

*B8.

Related Features:

^No

B9a.

Architect:

□Yes

□Unknown

(None identified)
N/A
Theme
N/A
Period of Significance:

*B10.

Date:

Original Location:

Rear house (2216 Elsinore St); Detached garage; Storage shed; Driveway; Mature landscaping

Significance:

b. Builder:
C.F. Borton Co., Inc.
N/A
N/A
Applicable Criteria:
Area

Property Type:

N/A

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)

Summary Statement of Significance
The front house at 2218 Elsinore Street does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

remain visible suggest that they are wood frame and have diamond panes. On the upper story, set within the dormer above the porch,
are two wood double-hung windows with multi-light upper sashes.
There is another entrance at the west end of the rear (south) facade, comprising a stoop that is approached by concrete steps with a
metal rail. The stoop leads to a single door, which is also boarded up is not visible. On the opposite (east) end of the south facade is a
small addition that appears to house a utility room. The addition is constructed of wood frame and is capped by shed roof; it features a
single, paneled utility-style wood door with integral vents. Other features on the rear (south) and side (west, east) facades are limited
to windows that have been boarded up and are not visible.
The property also contains a rear dwelling (addressed in a separate DPR form) and two ancillary structures. The first is a detached
garage that is located to the immediate south and east of the main house and was constructed in 1934. The garage is a simple wood
framed structure with a rectangular footprint, a flat roof, and vertical wood siding. Its primary facade faces north, toward Elsinore
Street, and features a single hinged vehicular door. The second is a small storage structure that is located at the southeast corner of the
lot and was constructed in 1935. The latter is a diminutive structure with a square footprint, a gable-on-hip membrane roof with open
eaves and exposed rafters, and wood shiplap siding. There is a single opening on the west facade, which has been boarded up.
The property features a variety of landscape features. The front (north) setback features a lawn with mature trees and perimeter shrubs.
A narrow parkway provides a modest buffer between the sidewalk and the street. There is also a rear lawn with mature trees and
shrubs in the rear setback, to the south and west of the main house. Hardscape features include a concrete driveway that abuts the east
lot line and provides vehicular access to the garage, another concrete driveway that abuts the west lot line, and a concrete footpath that
transects the rear yard and leads to an access gate, connecting the subject property with two adjacent properties on Sunset Boulevard.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):

1906. Original construction of subject house
1919. Detached garage constructed at rear of property
1932. Garage converted into a rear dwelling unit; several additions were constructed toward this end
1933. Permit issued to “replace old wood shingles with composition.” The scope of work pertains to the subject house. It is
not clear if this refers to replacement of roof cladding or exterior wall cladding
1934. New detached garage constructed adjacent to the subject house; this is a reference to the present-day garage
1935. Detached storage shed constructed at rear of property
1944. House re-roofed with composition shingles
2011. Termite-damaged wall studs removed and replaced in the detached garage
Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
•
•
•
•
•

Original wall cladding (presumably wood siding or wood shingles) was replaced with asbestos shingles
Porch supports were altered
A small addition, appearing to house a utility room, was added to the rear/south facade
The brick chimney appears to have been truncated
Doors and windows have been boarded up

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling following its residential conversion.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
The earliest known residents of 2216-2218 Elsinore Street were sisters Katherine MacGregor, a nurse, and Maribel MacGregor, a
stenographer. The MacGregors lived in the main house between 1906 and 1917 and rented some of the rooms to boarders, largely
single professional women. William Joerndt, a machinist, lived in the house for an extended period, between 1917 and the early
1940s. Joerndt constructed all of the additional buildings on the property, including the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street. Others who
are known to have lived at the property in subsequent years included Virginia Vasquez, Michael and Meryl Prisco, Leo and Wilma
Brizzee, Elmer and Florence Chase, Ivan and Harriet Walker, Paul Johnston, and Blanca Rojas. Very little is known about the lives of
these individuals.
It is common for residential properties to have a succession of owners and tenants over the course of their history, and the subject
house is no exception. All of the above-listed individuals appear to have been typical residents employed in a variety of common
vocations. Research did not reveal any information about the lives of these individuals, or indicate that they made notable
contributions to history that merit recognition.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
2218 Elsinore Street exhibits some characteristics of the Craftsman style including a gabled roof, overhanging eaves, and broad entry
porch. However, the house reads as a simplified and vernacular interpretations of the style, and is generally lacking in the level of
articulation needed to render it an excellent example of the Craftsman style. The houses does not read as a particularly profound
architectural statement; rather, it is demonstrative of how basic elements of popular architectural styles, including the Craftsman style,
were pared down and transposed to a vernacular context and the design of everyday suburban dwellings.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 2218 Elsinore Street, embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the Echo Park
community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary structures,
and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including 2218
Elsinore Street - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings possesses
enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a
historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different
scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
(continued on page 5)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 4):

The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and very little
information was found about its builder - C.F. Borton Co., Inc. - aside from that they were a Los Angeles-based building contractor.
Given the building’s relatively small scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and dearth of mention in any
architectural periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
2218 Elsinore Street retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of association also remains intact but has been compromised.
Due to alterations including porch modifications, a rear addition, and replacement of original wall cladding with incompatible asbestos
shingles the building does not retain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, or feeling.
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California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #5: California Register ofHistorical Resources, The Listing
Process. Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, n.d.
California Office of Historic Preservation. Technical Assistance Series #6: California Register and National Register: A Comparison.
Sacramento, CA: California Department of Parks and Recreation, 2001.
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Sanborn Map Company. Sanborn Fire Insurance Map: Los Angeles, California (various dates). New York: Sanborn Company.
Accessed Apr. 2020 via the Los Angeles Public Library, http://www.lapl.org/collections-resources/research-andhomework#S
SurveyLA Citywide Historic Context Statement. “Context: Architecture and Engineering 1850-1980, Theme: Arts and Crafts
Movement 1895-1930.” Jun. 2016.
SurveyLA Historic Resources Survey Report: Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley Community Plan Area.” Prepared by GPA
Consulting, Inc. for the City of Los Angeles. May 2014.
U.S. Department of the Interior. National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.
Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1990, revised 1997.
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Register Bulletin 16A: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form.
Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1997.
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Page 1 of 7
‘Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 1121 Mohawk Street
P1. Other Identifier:
*P2. Location:
□ Not for Publication
‘a. County
E Unrestricted
and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
‘b. USGS 7.5' Quad
Date
T
4of
;R

c. Address
1121 Mohawk Street
City Los Angeles
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)

Los Angeles
4 of Sec

B.M.

Zip
mE/

90026

mN

APN: 5402-031-023

‘P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)

1121 Mohawk Street contains a one-story single-family residence that was constructed in 1921. The house is set back from the street,
and because of the slope of the lot on which it sits it is perched up above street level. The house is constructed of wood frame, sits on a
concrete foundation, and has an L-shaped plan. It is designed in a modest interpretation of the Craftsman style. Most of the house is
capped by a low-pitched gabled roof with composition shingles, bargeboards, open eaves, and exposed rafters. There is an addition to
the primary (east) facade that is capped by a shed roof. Vents and pierced screens are incorporated into the gable ends. Exterior walls
are clad in wood shiplap siding.
Features on the primary facade are asymmetrically composed. The south end of the primary facade is spanned by a partial-width
recessed porch that is approached by a series of concrete steps. The steps are flanked by galvanized pipe rails. The porch is supported
by squared wood posts that are set within cut stone piers, and is framed by a concrete balustrade; the south end of the porch is
enclosed by a glazed wall. Set within the porch is a single door that is obscured by a security door. To the south of the door is a
(continued on page 3)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
^Building
□Structure

HP2, Single-Family Property
□ Object
DSite
□ District
*P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures or objects)

»

j.

kt.

ir

t ■

‘P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic

□Prehistoric
Both
1921 (Los Angeles County Office of
the Assessor)
‘P7. Owner and Address:

I

H

□ Element of District OOther (Isolates, etc.):
P5b. Description of Photo: (view,
date, accession #)
Primary/east
facade, view northwest (ARG, 2019)

Not recorded

.fj
,

*.

v
ft'

‘P8. Recorded by: Name,
affiliation, and address)

____

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020
‘P9. Date Recorded:
‘P10. Survey Type: (Describe)

Intensive
□ Reconnaissance
Sunset and Mohawk Properties, Historical Resource
Assessment Report (ARG, 2020)_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
‘Attachments:
NONE
Location Map
□ Sketch Map
^ Continuation Sheet
Building, Structure & Object Record
□Archaeological Record
□ District Record
□ Linear Feature Record
□ Milling Station Record
□Rock Art Record
Artifact Record
□ Photographic Record
□ Other (List) _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
‘P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")
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*NRHP Status Code 6Z
B1. Historic Name: (None identified)_
_
_
_
_
B2. Common Name:
1121 Mohawk Street
Single-Family Residence
B3. Original Use:
B4.
Present Use:
Single-Family Residence
‘B5. Architectural Style
Craftsman
‘B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)
(see Page 3)

‘B7.
‘B8.

Moved?

^No

Related Features:

□Yes

□Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Driveway; Retaining wall; Mature landscaping

B9a. Architect: (None identified)
b. Builder:
C.E. Rawson
N/A
‘B10. Significance: Theme
Area
N/A
N/A
Period of Significance:
Property Type: N/A
Applicable Criteria: N/A
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.)
Summary Statement of Significance
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street does not meet eligibility criteria for federal (National Register/NRHP), state (California
Register/CRHR), or local (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument/HCM or Historic Preservation Overlay Zone/HPOZ) listing.
Below is a discussion of how this determination was made.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion A/1/1
The four subject parcels collectively contain eight residential buildings that were constructed between the turn-of-the-twentieth
century and the early 1920s, all of which bear loose association with broad patterns of residential development that lent impetus to the
growth of Echo Park and other Downtown-adjacent communities in the early decades of the twentieth century. Four of these buildings
were constructed in or around the first decade of the 1900s: the front house at 2227%-% Sunset Boulevard and the rear house at 2229%
Sunset Boulevard were both constructed circa 1901; the rear house at 2231% Sunset Boulevard was constructed circa 1904; the front
house at 2218 Elsinore Street was constructed in 1906; and the front house at 2231 Sunset Boulevard was constructed in 1909.
The house at 1121 Mohawk Street, which was constructed in 1921, and the rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard, both have
slightly later construction dates than other buildings on the Site. The same can be said of the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street, which
was built as a garage in 1919 and subsequently converted to a rear dwelling in 1932. These buildings are indicative of the trend toward
infill development, which became increasingly common as neighborhoods matured, subdivisions were built to capacity, and the
amount of developable land became scarcer. 1121 Mohawk Street shows how parcels that remained undeveloped were improved with
new houses that were visually harmonious with existing buildings in the neighborhood. The rear duplex at 2229%-% Sunset Boulevard
and the rear house at 2216 Elsinore Street are demonstrative of how ancillary uses were slotted into the neighborhood’s
characteristically deep parcels in an effort to reap the highest and best use of the land.
(continued on page 3)

B11.
‘B12.

Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)
References: (see Page 6)
(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)

B13.

Remarks:

‘B14.

Evaluator:

‘Date of Evaluation:

Andrew Goodrich, AICP
Architectural Resources Group
360 E. 2nd Street, Suite 225
Los Angeles, CA 90012
5/15/2020

*N
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Base map source: ESRI World Topo Map
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‘P3a. Description (continuedfrom page 1):

tripartite wood window with a fixed center sash flanked by two double-hung sashes. The north end of the primary facade consists of
an addition that projects from the face of the house and features a single fixed wood window. All windows on the primary facade are
obscured by metal security bars.
Other building facades are secondary and are largely obscured from public view. Fenestration on these facades is varied, but appears
to generally consist of wood double-hung windows. The rear (west) facade features a garage that was once detached but is now
connected to the main house via a hyphen.
The front (east) setback features a yard and mature shrubs, and is framed by a retaining wall composed of cinder blocks and boardformed concrete. The yard is bisected by concrete steps with galvanized pipe rails, which lead to the porch. A scored concrete
driveway, also framed by retaining walls, spans the south lot line and provides vehicular access to the garage. A chain link gate is
installed at the access point to the driveway. There is also a yard with mature vegetation in the rear setback.

‘B6. Construction History (continuedfrom page 2):
•

•
•

1921. Original construction of subject building
1926. Detached garage constructed at rear of property
1959. Addition (8’1” x 11 ’) appended to the primary/east facade to accommodate a study room

Alterations to the subject building are listed below. Some were noted during field inspection but are not reflected in the permit record.
For alterations that are reflected in the permits record, the year that the alteration took place is listed parenthetically.
•
•
•
•

An addition was appended to the primary/east facade (1959)
An addition was appended to the rear/west facade, connecting the house and garage
Security doors were added
Security window bars were added

‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 2):

All of these residences were constructed at a time of considerable growth in Echo Park, when the Washington Heights Tract and
adjacent subdivisions were developed with relatively modest dwellings that embodied common architectural styles and collectively
came to define the area’s suburban streetscapes. However, given the steady pace of residential development that was taking place in
Echo Park at this time, these buildings read as ordinary - and not unique - examples of their requisite residential development
patterns. None of these houses appear to be among the oldest residences in the area, nor are they particularly rare; there are many other
examples of turn-of-the-twentieth century houses in the residential blocks around the Site, many of which are similar to the subject
buildings with respect to scale, style, setback, and overall appearance. In addition, infill development and ancillary structures are
common features of the neighborhood and are not unique to these properties. The aforementioned residential buildings, then, do not
represent broad patterns of residential development in a manner that is not equally expressed by the many other properties in the area
that date to the same general period of history and have many similar visual and contextual qualities.
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building is linked to an event that is considered to be singularly significant to
history. Research did not indicate that it functioned as anything more than a typical dwelling.
For the reasons stated above, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that this building - or any of the buildings comprising the
Site - are associated with events of patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to history. Therefore, the building does
not satisfy National Register/California Register/Local Criterion A/1/1.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion B/2/2
There is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that the building bears a meaningful association with the productive lives of historically
significant individuals.
(continued on page 4)
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‘B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 3):

The earliest known resident of 1121 Mohawk Street was Mary McClellan. Others associated with the property include Mary E.
Johnson; Michael Degnen, President of the Radium Appliance Company, Antoinette Wanitska, a maid; Agostino Ranieri and Luisa
Stornelli Ranieri; Carl Jensen; Wilfred L. Cote; Peter Stornelli; and Richard Lee Dale. It is common for residential properties to have a
succession of owners and tenants over the course of their history, and the subject house is no exception. All of the above-listed
individuals appear to have been typical residents employed in a variety of common vocations. Research did not reveal any information
about the lives of these individuals, or indicate that they made notable contributions to history that merit recognition.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/California Register/local Criterion B/2/2.
National Register/California Register/Local (HCM) Criterion C/3/3
1121 Mohawk Street exhibits some characteristics of the Craftsman style including a gabled roof, overhanging eaves, and broad entry
porch. However, the house reads as a simplified and vernacular interpretations of the style, and is generally lacking in the level of
articulation needed to render it an excellent example of the Craftsman style. The houses does not read as a particularly profound
architectural statement; rather, it is demonstrative of how basic elements of popular architectural styles, including the Craftsman style,
were pared down and transposed to a vernacular context and the design of everyday suburban dwellings.
None of the residential buildings on the Site, including 1121 Mohawk Street, embody the distinctive characteristics of an architectural
or historical type. They are typically scaled, single-family and multi-family residences that are found in abundance in the Echo Park
community and throughout the Los Angeles region. These residences are accompanied by a variety of rear houses, ancillary structures,
and other infill uses that are also common throughout Southern California.
The subject building is not notable for its method of construction. All of the residential buildings comprising the Site - including 1121
Mohawk Street - are typical, wood-frame buildings that were constructed using common methods and materials. There is nothing
particularly unusual or noteworthy about the manner in which any of these buildings was constructed. None of the buildings possesses
enough articulation to possess high artistic values. There does not exist a concentration of resources in the vicinity to constitute a
historic district; the buildings on the four subject properties have different uses, were built during different periods, and are of different
scales and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
The subject building does not represent the work of a master. The original building permit did not identify an architect, and very little
information was found about its builder - C.E. Rawson - aside from that he was employed as a building contractor and maintained an
office in Downtown Los Angeles. Given the building’s relatively small scale, vernacular appearance, general lack of articulation, and
dearth of mention in any architectural periodicals or trade journals it seems highly unlikely that it represents the work of a master.
For these reasons, the building does not satisfy National Register/ California Register/local Criterion C/3/3.
National Register/California Register Criterion D/4
As an archaeological assessment was not conducted as part of this study, the property’s potential for containing subsurface
archaeological resources is unknown.
Local Historic District/HPOZ
The buildings comprising the Site exhibit little in the way of consistency. The subject buildings have different uses, were constructed
during different periods of neighborhood development, are associated with different contexts and themes, and are of different scales
and architectural styles. Collectively they do not represent a significant entity whose components lack individual distinction.
There is also insufficient cohesion in the surrounding area to suggest the presence of a local historic district. The stretch of Sunset
Boulevard along which the Site is located has a somewhat varied visual character, with buildings representing different periods of
development between the early twentieth century and the post-World War II era. In the immediate vicinity of the Site are streetcar
commercial buildings that are similar in scale and appearance to the two commercial buildings addressed in this report; commercial
strip malls that appear to date to the post-World War II period; the rear side of residential parcels; and a series of undeveloped parcels
that interrupt the cadence and continuity of the streetscape.
(continued on page 5)
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*B10. Significance (continuedfrom page 4):

The adjacent residential neighborhood to the north of Sunset Boulevard, which encompasses two of the subject properties, exhibits
some consistency with respect to the essential bulk, scale, massing, and general appearance of residential development. Most of the
houses within this neighborhood were built in the early decades of the twentieth century and therefore feature similar styles and
setbacks. However, as noted in the SurveyLA report for the Silver Lake-Echo Park-Elysian Valley CPA (2014), the area lacks
sufficient integrity to be an eligible historic district. “Although the area retains some consistency of massing, scale, and architectural
style,” notes the report, “many of its individual buildings have been altered. Common alterations include stucco cladding over original
wall materials and the replacement of original windows. Some buildings have been demolished entirely and replaced with multi
family infill dating much later. The cumulative impact of these alterations has compromised the integrity of the district,” insofar as to
where it does not meet the integrity thresholds for listing as an HPOZ, or as a historic district for purposes of listing in the National
Register of California Register.
Evaluation of Integrity
1121 Mohawk Street retains integrity of location and setting. Its integrity of feeling and association also remain intact but have been
compromised. Due to alterations including multiple additions, including a prominent addition to the front facade, the building does not
retain integrity of design, materials, or workmanship.
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KATIE E. HORAK
Principal | Architectural Historian & Preservation Planner
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Katie is a Los Angeles-area native and Principal in ARG's Los Angeles office. She has more than fifteen years
experience in the field of historic resource management in both the public and private sectors. Katie is
a recognized leader in the industry, bringing creative and innovative solutions to complex issues related

FI

to historic site documentation, management, and adaptive re-use. Katie brings additional experience
with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) compliance documentation, historic structure reports,
determinations of eligibility, design review, and Mills Act Property Tax Abatement Program administration.
Relevant Project Experience
■ UC San Diego (La Jolla Campus), Campus-Wide Historic Resources Survey and Preservation Plan, La Jolla, CA
■ University ofSouthern California, Historic Resources Survey, Los Angeles, CA

Education
Master of Heritage Conservation,
University ofSouthern California,
Los Angeles

■ Claremont McKenna College, Historical Resources Technical Report under CEQA, Claremont, CA
■ Pomona College Master Plan ElR, Historical Resources Technical Report under CEQA, Claremont, CA

University of Oregon, Eugene
Historic Preservation Field School
in Canova, Italy

■ Lucas Museum of Narrative Art ElR, Historical Resources Technical Report, Los Angeles, CA
■ SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Resources Survey: Citywide Historic Context Statement (The

Bachelor of Arts, Art (Painting/
Drawing), Whitworth College,
Spokane, Washington

Ranch House and Los Angeles Modernism), Pilot Survey, Groups 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 Surveys
Meets The Secretary of

■ Los Angeles Union Station, Historic Structures Report and ongoing historic preservation consultation, Los
Angeles, CA

the Interior's Professional
Qualifications Standards in
Architectural History and History

■ Historic Signs Survey and Ordinance Review, Burbank, CA

Memberships
■ City of Beverly Hills, Citywide Historic Resource Survey, Beverly Hills, CA
■ City of Arcadia, Citywide Historic Resources Survey, Arcadia, CA

Board of Directors, Docomomo US
Founding President, Docomomo
US, Southern California Chapter

■ City ofSanta Monica, Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) Update, Santa Monica, CA
Los Angeles Conservancy

Selected Lectures

National Trust for Historic

■ "Minoru Yamasaki and the 'World's Most Beautiful Hotel'" Preserving the City ofthe Future: Civic and

Preservation

Corporate Los Angeles in the 20th Century, Los Angeles County Museum ofArt (LACMA), June 2019

Society of Architectural Historians,
Southern California Chapter

■ "Preservation Possibilities for 1990s Architecture," Preserving the Recent Past Conference, Los Angeles,
March 2019
"Implementing Heritage Surveys and Digital Inventories," National Trust for Canada Conference,
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Oct. 2018
"Historic Surveys and Designation: From Identification to Nomination." California Preservation
Foundation Workshop, January 2016.
"Beyond Mid-Century Modern," California Preservation Conference, May2015.
"How to Measure Integrity in Historic Resources," Palm Springs Modernism Week, February 2015, and
California Preservation Conference, May2015.
"Current Trends in Historic Resources Surveys for Preservation Planning," California APA Conference,
Visalia, CAOct. 2013.

Academic Involvement
Adjunct Assistant Professor,
University ofSouthern California.
Current courses taught:

introduction to HistoricSite
Documentation, and Advanced
Documentation: Historic Resources
Surveys

Preparer Qualifications

ANDREW GOODRICH
Associate | AICP | Architectural Historian & Preservation Planner
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Andrew is an Architectural Historian and Preservation Planner in ARG's Los Angeles office, with a joint
background in city planning and historic preservation and formal training in both fields. His academic
and professional pursuits have led him to develop an interest in how public policy can be used to enliven
the historic built environment. He also brings an understanding of urban landscapes and is versed in
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software. A Los Angeles-area native with a keen interest in the region
and its history, Andrew has been practicing in the preservation planning field since 2008 and worked for
various public and not-for-profit agencies prior to joining ARG. At ARG, he has managed and contributed to
numerous historic resource surveys and historic context statements that have ranged in scale from entire

Education

cities, to college campuses, and down to individual neighborhoods. His experience also includes landmark

Master of Heritage Conservation,

nominations, historic property assessments, and rehabilitation incentives. Andrew is a member ofthe

University ofSouthern California

American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP), and sits on the Programs Committee for the American

Master of Planning, Concentration

Planning Association (APA)'s Los Angeles chapter.

in Economic Development,
University ofSouthern California

Relevant Project Experience

Bachelor of Arts, Urban Studies

■ CSU San Bernardino Historical Resources Evaluation Report, San Bernardino, CA

and Planning, University of
California, San Diego

■ UC San Diego (La Jolla Campus), Campus-Wide Historic Resources Survey and Preservation Plan, La Jolla, CA

Meets The Secretary of

■ UC San Diego (Hillcrest Campus), Historic Resources Survey and CEQA Technical Report, San Diego, CA

the Interior's Professional

■ Pomona College, CEQA Technical Report, Claremont, CA

Architectural History and History

■ SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Resources Survey: Group 6 Surveys (Arleta-Pacoima, Mission

Memberships

Qualifications Standards in

Hills-Panorama City-North Hills Community Plan Area); Group 7 Surveys (Boyle Heights, Wilshire

American Institute of Certified

Community Plan Areas); Group 8 Surveys (Chatsworth-Porter Ranch, Northridge Community Plan Areas);

Planners (AICP)

Group 10 Survey (Central City Community Plan Area)

American Planning Association

■ SurveyLA, Los Angeles Citywide Historic Resources Survey: Historic Context Statement (The Ranch
House, Los Angeles Modernism)
■ City ofSanta Monica, Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) Update, Santa Monica, CA

Los Angeles Conservancy

Honors
Tau Sigma Delta, Honors Society
for Architecture and Allied Arts

■ City of Dana Point, Citywide Historic Resources Inventory Update, Dana Point, CA
■ City of Beverly Hills, Citywide Historic Resource Survey, Beverly Hills, CA

Pi Alpha Alpha, Honors Society for
Public Affairs and Administration
Greta and Dean Wilkinson Fellow,

■ Melville J. Courson Park Pool and Buildings, Historic Resource Evaluation and Documentation, Palmdale, CA
■ Canter's Delicatessen, Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) Application, Los Angeles, CA

School of Architecture, University
of Southern California
Dean's MeritScholar,Sol Price

■ 119 and 127-29 N. Kenwood Street, CEQA Review and Reconnaissance Survey, Glendale, CA
■ Oxford Square, Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) Survey, Los Angeles, CA
■ Culver City Ice Arena, Historic Resource Evaluation, Culver City, CA
■ 401 25th Street (Bundy House), Landmark Assessment, Santa Monica, CA
■ La Rosita Drive Inn, Historic Resource Evaluation, Redlands, CA
■ Greenleaf Masonic Center, Historic Resource Evaluation, Whiffier, CA

School of Public Policy, University
of Southern California

Resume

ROSA LISA FRY

0

Architectural Historian & Preservation Planner
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Rosa is an Architectural Historian and Preservation Planner in ARG's Los Angeles office with

II ~

a background in fine art and historic preservation. Rosa grew up in Rhode Island and then
lived in Austin, Texas for 8 years before moving to California. Her experience includes historic

/

resources surveys, historic structure reports, and covenant inspections. Rosa interned
with Preservation Austin prior to joining ARG and has experience in preservation advocacy
and education. She is an active member of the Society of Architectural Historians and
DOCOMOMO.
Relevant Project Experience

Education
Master of Science, Historic

■ City of La Canada, Historic Resources Inventory Update, Los Angeles, CA
■ Citywide Historic Resources Survey, San Marino, CA
■ 830-840 Fairfax Historic Resource Assessment, Los Angeles, CA

Preservation, University of Texas,
Austin
Bachelor of Fine Arts, History of
Art and Printmaking, Syracuse

■ Sunset Mohawk Historic Resource Assessment, Los Angeles, CA
■ CBS Television City Historic Preservation Consulting Services, Los Angeles, CA

University
Meets The Secretary of

the Interior's Professional

■ 3641 Harvard Avenue Historic Resource Assessment, Los Angeles, CA

Qualifications Standards in

■ California State University Long Beach, Historic Preservation Consulting, Long Beach, CA

Architectural History

■ Casey's Irish Pub Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination, Los Angeles, CA

Memberships

■ Los Angeles Union Station, On-Call Historic Preservation Consulting, Los Angeles, CA

Docomomo US
Society of Architectural Historians

Relevant Work Experience*
■ Research & Advocacy Intern, Preservation Austin, Austin, TX
Provided support to the executive director of an active preservation non-profit including
assisting with membership drives and event coordination. Researched legacy businesses
and engages with community members in order to implement the Historic Happy Hour
series. Current member of the Education Committee and Inherit Austin Committee,
planning and promoting Historic Homes Tours, History Hunts, and Sustainability
Workshops.
■ Greater Portland Landmarks Intern, Portland, ME
Worked individually and collaborated with a team to develop historic contexts for six
potential Landmark Historic Districts in Portland. Conducted reconnaissance and intensive
level surveys according to the Maine Historic Preservation Commission Standards. Entered
field data and photographs into Maine's Cultural and Architectural Resource Management
Archive including recommendations for individual landmarks and historic districts.
■ Landmarks Preservation Guild Conservation Intern, Landmarks Public Art Program of UT
Austin, TX
Assessed the condition of Big Indian Mountain (1965-66) by Raoul Hague, performing
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